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_ — . , . doesn't get in my way". 
By Editors 

RUPERT Murdork today 3 2 mi I I i0n 
confirmed the shake-up it seems the move is 
of the Sun-Herald was motivated by Lot's wife's 
merely a stepping stone position as major competitor 
. . . , ,: r ,, „ for the student media market. 
to the take over of Lot s _, ... ., ,, 

' „ . The editors were unavailable 
Wife. The streamlining fof(,o^^g„^again)Hsge„s 
of production facilities is they are on their way to 
designed to save the millions withdraw the $32,000,000 
ofdollaisi«luiredtofinance ?'»''' '"'o 'hsif ^w'ss bank 
,, . , r.. ., J . accounts by the Murdork 
thetakeoverofthe student _ ' 

Corporation. 
media conglomerate , 
Lot's Wife", Mr Murdork ^,^°[«''" ? " ' " .^ ' r ' 

. •' conductcdin the i.o( J IVi/eof-
said m an exclusive press f,^^ ,oday ^vealed that 100% 
conference. of the editors felt that the 

paper was really very good, 
Sources at Lot's Wife were ^„^ j^at the staff were all 

unavailable for comment until drastically underpaid for such 
2.00pm, when they got out of fjng ^nd dedicated work. 
bed. At this point, Mr Geoff 
Drechsler said, "Who is this This was in stark contrast to 
Murdork person anyway — the results of a survey by 
isn't he the one who owns Morbid Gallup, conducted at 
CUB?". Ms Sarah Porritt the Clayton Campus this 
remarked, between yawns, morning. When a group of 
"Don'taskme.it'slDoearlyin students, who had been sitting 
the morning", and Ms Helga -in the Small Caf all day, were 
Svendsen commented, "I askedwhetherZ,o('iWi/ewas 
don't really care, as long as he more important than a series 

MAS support 

of other things, ranging from can pay, pay; and all those 
bonking to Collingwood can't,getcredit". Whenques-
winning the Grand Final, they tioned about accessibility for 
responded that they didn't students, Mr Smythe retorted 
know or care who or what "Students? We only have 
Lot's Wife was anyway. consumers here! 

Mr Murdork and Mr Smythe 
will meet today over a very 

_. 1 1 . Ar^ • expensive business lunch, ThenewlyelectedChairperson. ,. ,. . , , „,., , , . , , , ' . , . . . .to finalise the Lots Wife of the Monash Associauon of,, ' 
Students. Mr Brandon N''*^'"!"^"^^^' 
Smythe, today said that his 
recent landslide victory in the 
Suideni Union Elections was a 
victory for tfuth, justice and 
the free market. "We can now 
look forward to a professional 
paper.withoutall that socialist 
lefty diatribe to which we have 
been subjected", he said. 
"Now the invisible hand will 
be able to get out of the 
invisible pocket, and actually 
get to work, without that 
cumbersome, bureacratic 
Monash Association of Students 
distorting the student market 
place by providing all those 
much needed services at a 
subsidised rate. He stated that 
he believed the situation 
should be one where "all that 
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Is Lot's Wife more 
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7. Some silly other paper which 
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as part of an Celtic ancient rituals 
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U. Collecting Bairy Manilow 
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ever thought of! 
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* Brandon Smytha and Rupert Murdork... shake hands on the deal. 
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Editorial 
As the sun begins to rise at the tail end of another lay out session, we suddenly realised that our time in these hallowed offices is 

soon to come to an end. Yes folks, this is the second last edition of 1990 — so if you want your name in print this year, you had better 
hurry up and see us! 

The last edition will be a mega-super-huge-fantastic (etc) edition. So wonderful in fact, that we are looking for ideas and inspiration 
from you, the avid reader (as you must be if you are still reading the editorial pages at this time of year!). On Monday October 15th 
we will have a brainstorming session tp work on a few concepts to see the year out on a high. See you there! (at the Lot's Wife offices, 
that is, at 1.00 pm). f J b y i ' 

The times are a changing down here at Lot's Wife. Next year we are making the big move across to the (relatively) super modern of
fices in the Arts and Crafts centre. The move coincides with the aeation of the new Union Media Publicity Unit, which will stream
line media services within the Union. Facilities for Lot's Wife will be vastly improved, so next year we will undoubtedly see a bigger 
and better student newspaper. 

In light of the move from this office, where Lot's Wife has been produced for the past 27 years, we are intending to host an "office 
cooling" get together at the end of the year, and hope to have the presence of many of the past editors and staff of Lot's (Denise tried 
to tell us that she wouldn't give us the money, but we know that, deep down inside, she's a wonderful, caring person, and wouldn't 
dream of depriving Lot's Wife and MAS of such an event). One past staff member is Michael Leunig, who has now gone on to big
ger and better things, but began his cartooning work here at the student newspaper of Monash University. See irwide for an inter
view with him about the start of his career, and his inpirations. 

Times also seem to be changing at Melbourne University. An industrial dispute has flared between the Melbourne Univer
sity Student Union (MUSU) and almost every other representative trade union on campus, over the issue of contract staffing arrange
ments, and other industrial issues. See the articles by David Moody and Geoff Drechsler for further details. We here at Monash 
Association of Students are certainly not very impressed with the regressive and repressive moves by our Melbourne counterparts, 
and fully support the industrial action taken by tne various unions involved. Hopefully the MUSU executive will soon see the light. 

Finally, to all those that have been involved in the past year, or to those that want to become involved, make sure you come down 
to Lot's for the last lay out session for 1990 — Monday October 22nd and Tuesday October 23rd. Once the paper is done we hope to 
celebrate by collectively delivering the copy to Shepparton, chauffer driven in a mini bus so that we can indulge in a few beers and 
wineries on the way there and back. 

Until then, don't study too hard, and happy reading! 

STUDENT TRAVEL CONCESSIONS 

0, TO GET A N ISIC. 
Every student travelling in Australia or overseas should carry the International Student Identity 

Card (ISIC). 

The ISIC is an internationally recognised and accepted student photo identity card, developed to 
secure travel concessions and other benefits for bona fide full time students. 

In Australia, the ISIC provides a 25% concession on Australian Airlines, a 25% concession on 
Bus Australia, discounts In Backpacker Resorts of Australia accommodatkjn and eligibility for 
special international student fares through STA Travel. 

Overseas, ttie ISIC enatites students to see more of the world for a tot less money. So if you ' 
are a student and you're travelling, ttien get an i ISIC and claim the travel concessions to which 
you are entitled. 

Complete all the details on the application 
form. 

Have the application form stamped by your 
school/university, proving you are a full time 
student 

S. Obtain a passport sized photo of yourself 
(36mm X 30mm}. 

Send a cheque/money order for $10 made 
payalMe to Student Senses Australia andi 
mail to Freepost 16, Carlton South 3053. 

OTHER GOODIES ^ . . . . . 

I Tick if you want further / V ' ' ^ moi 
^ information on: Y \ 

Computers 

n Travel 

EH Banking & Finance 

CH Entertainment 
Complete personal details and 
mall to: 
Freepost 16, Ca*xi South 3053. 

APPLICATION FORM 
Full name 

. P/cwte 

Ptione( ) 

Date of birth | | 

Nationality 

Educational Institution 

Nameotcouse 

(Complete all personal details) 

Year of course (circle appropriate) 
1st 2nd 3rd 4«h 5tti Other 
Year of Graduation 
If your Student Identity Card does not cleaily Indicate 
your full-time status, or If you're ordering by mail your 
Student Records Stamp must appear in ttie tx)x t>elow 

STUDENT DECLARATION 
I declare I am a full-time student at the institution 
indicaled arx] the informalkxi provided is full and correct 

signed 

IIVIPORTANT: Thanks, but I've already 
my ISIC card. Bui Id like to know 

more atxxit special student deals on: 

OFRCE USE ONLY 

ISIC Number 

l 9 l 1 | 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 

ISIC Issuing Office 

Date Issued 1 1 1 911 
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Lafs Wife is published by 
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Students and is printed by 
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Editorial Policy 

Lof s Wife welcomes letters, articles, reviews, features and your opinions. Your input will assist Lot's Wife to better represent 
the diversity of views and interests of the Monash community. All contributions must be accompanied by the author's name, 
students number and telephone number. Pseudonyms will not suffice. The editors will agree to withhold the author's name 
provided there is sufficient reason to do so. In line with MAS poUcy, contributions deemed to be sexist, racist or miUtarist will 
not be accepted. Contributions should be double spaced, preferably typewritten, with a 4cm left hand margin. If submitting an 
article on floppy disc, a 5.25 inch, IBM format is preferred. 

The deadline for the next (and final!) edition is 10.00am on Wednesday 17th October, 1990. 

Please note the following word hmits: Letters: 250 words Reviews: 300 words Columns: 300 words Features: 1 page = 750 
words, 2 page = 1500 words 

V. 
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Union Establishes Media Publicity 
by Ben liider 

A t the recent meeting 
of the Monash 
Univers i ty Union 

Board (Thursday 4th October) 
a Media Publicity Unit was 
established. Inherent in this is 
a move for Lot's Wife from its 
c u r r e n t pos i t i on in the 
North-west corner of the 
Union Building, into the 
Glass w o r k i n g / L e a d l ight 
studio in the Arts and Crafts 
Building 

The need for a media 
publ ic i ty uni t within the 
Union has been apparent for 

some time, with most Union 
D e p a r t m e n t s p roduc ing 
some form of publication, as 
well as many c lubs and 
societies producing newslettere 
and magazines. The need for 
ra t ional i sed , s t reamlined 
facilities is also apparent, as 
dup l i ca t ion of resources 
simply means an increased 
amenities fee. 

Although the unit will be 
partially based on the Media 
UnitatMelboumeUniversity 
we will (as always) improve 
on Melbourne by making 
Lof's Wife an integral part of 
the Unit and avoiding the 
duplication of Production 
equipment (such as layout 

desks. Desktop Publishers 
e tc . ) w h i c h h a p p e n s at 
Melbourne wi th their 
d ivis ion be tween their 
publicity unit and student 
newspaper Farrago. 

By locating Lof's Wife in Arts 
and Crafts, the Publishing 
resources of the Monash 
Association of shidents (i.e. 
Lof's Wife) will be geographi
cally united with the Union 
Printery, as well as high 
quality dark rooms. In short, 
from next year Monash Uni. 
will have a complete publishing 
centre,one which will hopefully 
be accessible for a wide range 
of the Monash Community. 

„ 

™ FLINDERS 
UNIVERSITY 
South Australia 

Post-graduate Research 
Scholarships 
Flinaers University invites graduates to apply for Research Scholarships to undertake 
post-graduate study m 1991. 
The University is seeking to attract students of high calibre to further its record of 
consistent leadership m research. 
Flinders University has been repeatedly awarded significant research grants by 
funding bodies relying heavily on independent assessments ot research proiects and 
research workers In 1990 such outside support amounted to some $A14 million, with 
the University through its Board of Research providing a further $A2 million. In the 
24 years since it was established Flinders University has been able to attract 
consisienlly high per capita research funding from external agencies. 
The University is situated on an attractive foothills site overlooking the Adelaide 
Plains. 25 minutes from the city centre and within easy leach of recreational facilities. 
Intending applicants tor the Australian Postgraduate Awards (APflA) and Flinders 
University Reseaich Scholarships (FURS) should hold a first class, or a high 2A, 
honours degree or equivalent. 
APRA Priority Awards: APRA stipends are currently m the range ot $12,734-
$16,433 per year depending on field of stud/ The following fields wtll attract higher 
stipends in 1991: Information Science; Cognitive Science and Neuroscience; 
Commerce, Economics & Labour Studies: Oceanography: Solid State Science: 
Environment, including molecular approaches to the management of Australia's 
biological resources: Australia's Asian context; Biotechnology 
The scnoiarships are supported ir/ the following significant allowances: 
Research Maintenance Expanses: The Untversity's Board o1 Research makes 
lunos available to assist students with necessary expenses mcurreo during the 
course of iheir research and to assist in the linai production costs of theses. 
Research Tlravel Expenses: Up to four Fellowships are available each year to enable 
post-graduate students to undertake short periods ol study m overseas institutions. 
Travel support is also available to assist students wno are presemmg papeis 
at comerences and a relocation allowance is payable lor students moving 
Irom interstate 
Studies may be undertaken m any one of the following Schools. 
Humanities: Drama. English. French. Italian. Philosophy Spanish. Latin Amencan 
SluOies. Visual Arts, Archaeology. Linguistics. New Literatures m English, 
Modern Greek, 
Social Sciences: American Studies. Asian Studies. Indonesian, Economics. 
Economic History Geography, History. Politics. Psychology, Sociology Social 
Admimsiration, Labour Studies. Multicultural Studies. Development Studies. 
PoDulaiion Studies. Women s Studies. 
information Science and Ikchnology: Applied Mathematics. Pure Mathematics. 
Statistical Science, Computer Science 
Physical Sciences: Atomic and Moiecutar Physics. Plasma Physics. Gas Discharge 
Physics. Theoretical Physics (Atomic. Plasma and Particle Physics), Organic 
Chemistry, Inorganic Chemistry, Chrystallography and Solid State Chemistry, 
Catalysis and Surface Chemistry. Spectroscopy and Theoretical-Chemistry, 
Electrocnemislry, Electronic Structure of Matenals Centre 
Biological Sciences: Animal Physiology. Bacteriology. Biochemistry. Biophysics. Cell 
Physiology Cytogenetics. Developmental Biology o( Animals. Development Genetics, 
Population Genetics, Microbial and Molecular Genetics, Marsupial Biology. 
Immunology, Plant Growth and Development, Plant Systematics. Pooulation Biology 
Ecology Vertebrate Paleontology 
Earth Sciences: Meteorology Oceanography. Marine Geology Geology 
Geochemistry, Geopnysics. Hydrology 
Medicine: Anaesthesia. Medical Biochemistry, Clinical Microbiology Clinical 
Pharmacology, Organ Imaging, Haematology, Anatomy and Histology Human 
Physiology. Medicine. Neuroscience. Nutrition. Obstetrics and Gynaecology, 
PaeOiaincs. Pathology Primary Health Care, Psychiatry. Surgery. Rehabilitation, 
Ophthalmology Palliative Care, Clinical immunology 
Education: Instructional Psychology and Child Development. Phitosoohy and 
Education Sociology of Education, History oi Education, Curriculum Studies, Physical 
Education (and Exercise Physiology), Early Childhood Education. Statistics, 
Evaluai:on and Computer Studies. Special Education, Educational Administration, 
Aboriginal Education 
Theology: Old Testament. New Testament, Systematic Theology History of Doctnne. 
Churcn nstory, Lilurgiology Study ot Religions. 
For more information on areas of study within these Schools and post-graduate 
opponumties at Flinders University, contact: 
Helen P'Ckford 
Scholarsnios Olticer 
Otfice 01 Research 
Flinders University ot South Australia 
PO Box ^100 
ADELAIDE SA 5001 
Telephone (08)2012759 

Applications for Post-graduate Scholarships must be received by 
31 Oclober.1990. 

"EgyptoCogy at Monask 
by Geoff Drechsler 

Monash Universi ty 
students now have 
the opportunity to 

broaden the scope of their 
studies with a new course 
which challenges the mind, 
and the imagination. 

Egyptology was offered for 
the first time in the Classics 
Department this year. The 
great amount of interest the 
course has generated, both on 
and off campus, has enabled 
it to continue and expand 
next year. This has had a 
number of positive advantages 
for both the Classics Department 
and the University. 

The course is the only full-time 
Egyptology appointment in 
Victoria, and Monash is also 
the only University currently 
offeringEgyptologyasasubject. 
Dr Colin Hope, the lecturer, 
previously held a part-time 
pos i t ion at Melbourne 
University, where the subject 
was offered. The course at 
M e l b o u r n e h a v i n g been 
discontinued since, Dr Hope 
began his l ec turesh ip at 

Monash. Dr Hope himself 
was formerly a research fellow 
in Egyptology at Oxford 
University. The actual topic 
itself offers a new angle for 
Classics s tudents , that of 
archaeological study. Previously, 
the Classics Department 's 
course emphasis had been 
mainly on Classical history. 
U n f o r t u n a t e l y M o n a s h 
University unlike Melbourne 
and La Trobe Universities, 
does not offer a course of 
archaeological studies. 

The addition of Egyptology is 
a welcome boost for the small 
Classics Department on the 
sixth floor of the Menzies 
building. It wasn't so long 
ago that the relevance of the 
Classics courses, and the 
Depa r tmen t itself, were 
being discussed. Classical 
studies failed on most accounts 
to fill the requirements of the 
new vocational emphasis 
present in tertiary education. 
Qassics as a result found itself 
on shaky foundations, as far 
as its position within the 
i n c r e a s i n g l y corporatised 
tertiary education system, 
was concerned. It could not 
appease the new gods of 
efficiency and nat ional 
priorities. 

lyyi Parking Pcrniil.s 
Parking permits for the Clayton Campus covering the period March 1991 to March 1992 will be available for 

sale as follows :-

1. Mail Order Sales 

Completed applicabon forms along with a stamped, self addressed envelope and payment of $35 should be 
sent to; -

1991 Parking permits, 
Central Services. 

Moryash University. 
Wellington Road. 

Clayton, Victoria 3168, 

during this period 10th December 1990 to 20th February 1991. Applications will not be accepted outside of tfiis 
period. Payment of $35.00 may be made by bank cheque, personal cheque or money order made payable 
to Monash University. (Cash and credit cards not accepted). If using the internal mai l sys tem, a s tamped 
envelope is not required. 

2. Counter Sales 

Subject to availability following mail order sales, permits will be soW "over tfie counter" in the Alexander 
Theatre foyer commencing 7.00am on 4 Mardi , 1991 until sold out. Payment of the $35 fee may be made by 
cash, cheque or money order made payable to Monash University. 

Application forms will be forward to all departments and the Union Desk during October 1990 and must be 
fully completed with all relevant details to enable correct data entry to the Partying Data System. Incomplete 
applications will be returned unprocessed. 

Applicants should be aware of Parking Permit Rule 16 1 which state inter alia — "The University gives no 
undertaking that pari<ing space shall be available in any particular parking place ol area". 
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Melbourne University 
fXissBsssmitsiamt 

Grinds to a HALT . . . 
by Geoff Drechsler 

Students at Melbourne 
University were 
greeted with closed 

doors on Thursday the 4th of 
October, as they a ttempted to 
enter the Union Building. 
This was due to the recent 
breakdown in negotiations 
between the Melbourne 
University Student Union 
(MUSU) and the the industrial 
unions which cover university 
staff on that campus. The 
unions include the 
Australian Colleges and 
Universities Staff Association, 
Victorian Public Servants 
Association and the 
Federated Clerks' Union. The 
Liquor Trades Union and the 
Miscellaneous Workers' 
Union also respected the 
pickets on the 4th of October 

The basis of the dispute was 
tfle issue of contract employ
ment, as well as a range of 
other industrial issues. Both 
parties had been taking part 
in negotiations since May 
when representatives of the 
three unions began discussions 
with MUSU. Initially, the 
unions had approached 
MUSU in April but MUSU 
had refused to negotiate. 
Negotiations had then continued 
until late September, when 
MUSU had made a sudden 
turn around in its position. 
The unions were informed 
that MUSU believed that all 
existing fixed-term contracts 
were non-negotiable and that 
the executive had a policy not 
to discuss issues with the 
unions. In addition, between 
late September and the 2nd of 
October when the unions met 
with Executive in an attempt 
to resolve the dispute, six 
MUSU staff were informed 
their contracts would not be 
renewed. 

The dispute revolves around 
the establishment of a redun-
dancy and redeployment 
agreement and the use of 
fixed-term contracts. Agreement 
had also been reached about 
existing contract positions, in 
order to ensure all staff in 
geunine on going positions 
would be transferred to per
manent tenured positions. 
With its statement of late 
September, MUSU turned 
the validity of previous 
negotiations on their head. 
The withdrawal of MUSU 
from theprocessof negotiation 
effectively ended the possiblity 
of any easy resolution of the 
dispute. 
Lot's Wife spoke with the 
Victorian Secretary of the 
Federated Clerks' Union, Mr 
Lindsay Tanner, on Friday 

the 5th, where he expressed 
his concern at the lack of 
flexibility shown by MUSU in 
resolving the issue. 

On Friday, Monash Association 
of Students showed its support 
for the industrial action 
undertaken at Melbourne 
University. Chairperson of 
the Monash Association of 
Students, James Backwell, 
said in a press release that he 
believed that staff were a 
particularly important 
resource in student 
unions/associations. He 
stated that, "staff have the 
right to job security," and 
that, "if 1 was a student at 
Melbourne University, 1 
would be disturbed at the 
behaviour of my student 
union." 

There is some cruel irony in 
the dispute at Melbourne 
University: the staff at 
Melbourne University are 
attempting to gain job 
security but are failing due to 
the lack of flexibility shown 
by the executive of the 
Melbourne Univeristy Stu 
dent Union. These inflexible 
elected office-bearers 
representing a body of 
individuals, Melbourne 
Uni students, are unlikely 
ever to find themselves in the 
precarious situation currently 
faced by the staff. The situation 
then almost takes on shades 
ofblack comedy with the student 
office bearers aligning them
selves to the Melbourne 
University Labor Club. This 
club by its very name professes 
to advance the cause of labour 
and the labour movement. Yet 
Trades Hall Council only 
recently showed unanimous 
support for the actions of the 
unions at Melbourne Univeisity. 
Additionally, contract labour 
is part of the ideological 
equipment proposed by the 
New Right, to facilitate the 
creation of an all-curing 
free-market economy. It is 
part and parcel with 
enterprise^Hsed wage bargain
ing and voluntary unionism 
which the New Right 
believes will solve our 
economic woes. 

Contract labour agreements 
by their very nature evade 
common law, and leave no 
protection for the employee 
from unfair dismissal. The 
job security that employees 
search for is then lost. This 
move strikes a blow at the 
foundations of everything 
that the trade union move
ment has fought for over its 
last hundred years or so of 
existence. 

The Non-Smokers' 
Movement of 

Australia (NSMA) has 
launched an Aus^ralja-widc 
caption Competifidri based 
on the slogan 'I Know". 
The competi tion j^rodies the 
"I Know" adverffSSments 
done by theCampiji^ Palace 
for Benson and Hedges. 
"We believe that the 'I Know" 
campaign is to maJte people 
who are unaware of the 
health riskS; think they are 
clever in dismissittg health 
concerns. Effectively,! it will 
insulate the ignorantftom the 
"Quit" campaigns. Tobacco 
companies will profit, and 
the smokers will die, as 
usual", said Dr Arthur 
Chesterfield-Evans, NSMA 
President 

The NSMA competition relates 
to a cartoon with a patient in 
an iron hingor medical scanner, 
being watdied bya man from 
the tobacco industry. The 
caption of the Tobacco Industry 
man is blank, but the victim 
says "I Know". 

"Our cQmp|e|?(i05>J^IIows 
creative or wiy speculation as 
to whati the tobacco industry 
would say to victims who 
finally, (too late) realise that 
they havebeen conned. There 
is a $20 prize, as well as the 
knowledge that ytju are 
doing good!", Sftid Dr 
Chesterfield-Evans. 

The entry form is in the ccn tre 
page of this edition of Lot's 
Wife, or can be picked up 
from the Lot's Wife office. 

"QUEENSCLIFF AT AN AFFORDABLE PRICE" 

You won't believe it 'til you see it. 
A tastefully renovated 1906 Edwardian 

Guest House with spacious lounge, open fires, 
informal dining room, balcony and an 

ambience of old world charm with superb 
light breakfast or self catering facilities available. 

SINGLE/DOUBLE ROOMS $25 — $30 p p. 
BUNK ROOMS $10 p.p. 

* (includes breakfast) 

Phone: (052) 52 3737 
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The Changing 
Shape 

of Monash 
by Kim Davies 

Monash's ever-increas
ing shadow is loom
ing further across 

the Clayton Campus. Plaimers 
arc stretching their already 
overworked imaginations in 
o rde r to find the space 
needed for their latest crea
tions. Where Monash was 
once a sea of waving weeds, 
it now presents itself as a 
frightening maze for the un
suspecting newcomer. 

At present, there are at least 
four buildings under construc
tion: two in the Engineering 

faculty, one in close 
proximity to Education, and 
another within the Union 
Bui ld ing itself. The new 
Engineering 7 building is to 
be used for examinations and 
e n r o l m e n t , and bu i lde r s 
expect it to be completed by 
November 1991. A second 
project, also situated in the 
Engineer ing Faculty, is 
directly related to Australian 
Pulp and Paper Mill Industry 
developments. Hopefully, it 
should be finished by New 
Year 1991. 

Another project currently un
derway is the Parking and 

Security building, located 
near the Education Faculty. 
Builders expect that it will be 
completed by the end of the 
month, and it will provide 
facilities for students to pay 
parking .finesas well asa kind 
of "headquarters" for security 
on campus. 

Finally, the small-scale con
struction opposite Monash 
AssociationofStudentsinthe 
Union Buildingis expected to 
house Student Travel. 

Finding your way around 
Monash next year promises 
to be even more bewildering! 

Arts & Crafts —A 
New Direction 
±. James Backwell 

The Union Board meeting 
on Thursday 4th of 
October saw a turning 

point for the Monash University 
Union and the Arts and 
Crafts Centre. Formally the 
Cent re was unde r the 
auspices of the Union Board 
and a committee of around 
seven. Student input was 
minimal and the total number 
of people who had any real 
say over the Centre, which 
commanded $100,000 of 
your money, was less than 
twenty five. 

The Centre has been failing 
due to continual harassment 
from the Board and overt 
interference from the Warden 
of the Union. For example, no 
summer school will be occur
ring this year as every time 
the co-ordinators asked per
mission of the Warden to plan 
for the summer he told them 
to wait. No w, this major income 
generator will not happen in 
1990-1. 

Student participation in the 
centre has drastically fallen 
since the h ippy days of 
Monash. While the nahire of 
student interests changed 
from Basket Weaving to 
Night Clubs, the Centre did 
not keep pace. 

This year the Centre came 
under scrutiny (again!) and 
the staff at the Centre and the 
M o n a s h A s s o c i a t i o n of 
Students (MAS) spearheaded 
a campaign to save the centre 
and to redirect it towards a 
"practical skills orientation". 
This means that instead of 
bark painKng you will be able 
to do car maintenance. Instead 
of Doll making, you will be 
able to undertake scientific 
illustration. The arts and craft 
typeactivities vrill also continue, 
especially those which are 
quite popular. 

To stimulate student input 

into the decision making 
process a new committee that 
has a vnde cross section of the 
University community repre
sented has been established. It 
will exist as a policy making 
body rather than having a 
co-ordinating role . The 
proposed committee shall 
consist of: 

1 MAS representative 

1 Postgraduate Student 
representative 

1 Mature Age and Part 
Time representative 

2 Undergraduate student 
represeniatives from 
photographic society and 
Van Cough's car. 

• 1 Centre Administration 
staff. 

• 2 tutors from Centre. 

1 General Staff 
representative 

• 1 Academic Staff 
representative 

• 1 Community 
representative 

The commit tee will now 
come under the auspices of 
MAS so to make the Centre 
directly accountable to the 
students who pay for its ex
is tence. Now a S tudent 
General Meeting can determine 
the direction of your centre. 

Finally, in the interest of 
centralisation of resources a 
proposal put forward by 
MAS to establish a Media 
Publicity unit to service all 
departments of the Univer
sity Union. This will mean a 
relocation of Lot's Wife to the 
Arts and Crafts Centre and 
the expansion of its media 
opera t ions . Most other 
unions in Australia have such 
a facility, the Union Board 
decided it was about time for 
Monash to catch up. 

Pool Fitness Room 
by Leigh Branagan 

From M o n d a y 17th 
September, 1990, the 
Pool Fitness room will 

only be available to current 
members of the main Fitness 
Gymnasium. Members will 
be able to obtain a free token 
from the main gym upon 
presentation to an instructor 
of both their fitness membership 
card and their student/staff 
or SRA card. Both cards must 
be shown in order to receive 
a token to the Pool Fitness 

Members who would like to 
use the Pool Fitness room arc 
entitled to one free token per 
day , obta inable from the 
main gym. 

The Pool Fitness room will be 
patrolled regularly and all 
members must show both 
cards on dcn\and, otherwise 
they will be asked to leave the 
room immediately. 

Those peop le who were 
using the Pool Fitness room 
but were not members will 
have to join the main Fitness 
Gymnasium and undergo a 

fitness assessment before 
being able to obtain token 
from the main gym. Because 
there is a waiting list for fitness 
assessment times, we will 
give an interim membership 
until you have your assessment 
so as not to inconvenience 
you. 

The reasons for changing the 
original idea of using the 
room is as follows:-

1. We need to cater for all 
members of the main Fitness 
Gymnasium and by providing 
an alternative when the 
main FiBess Gymnasium is 

crowded, we are offering a 
greater choice for members. 

2. The Pool Fitness room is 
now quite well equipped 
and we beliwc maintenance 
ofequipmentandsafeexerci.'K 
techniques can only be 
demonstrated by people 
who already know how to 
use the equipment properly 
and safely. 

3. By joining the main Fitness 
Gymnasium you can use 
either gym. 

4. By becoming a member of 
the main Fiuiess Gymnasium 
and using the Pool Fiuiess 
room it is considerably 
cheaper than if you purchased 
a token through the conffol 
desk to use the same room 
each time. 

5. We are endeavouring to 
provide the best possible 
service to all members. 

If you have any quer ies 
regarding this notice, please 
contact Leigh Branagan on 
Ext 4111. 
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by Luke Harris 

Ladies and Gentlemen, 
please raise your glasses, 
or should I say 

schooners, and drink a toast 
(of glorious EEC approved 
beer) to the reborn German 
nation. From faint dream to 
solid reality in less than a 
year, the united Germany 
looms very large, even amid 
the love and kisses of the 
Common Market. Besides the 
fears of its former victims, 
which include most of Europe, 
the interna] unification is proving 
to be problematic and horren-
dously expensive, a point well 
noted by WestGerman taxpayers. 
Still, the pride of the Germans 
will allow nothing less than 
mighty feats of capital investment 
and entrepreneurial heroism 
all across the fortner haunt of 
compromised socialists and 
over- zealous secret police. 

The punctuated disasters of 
German history don't sound 
very encouraging, but today 
its people seem to remember 
their last horrible excursion 
into violence with consider
able honesty and clarity. In 
addition, Germany is locked 
into strategic and economic 
co-operation and exists 
within the context of a Europe 
infested with nuclear weapons, 
major dampeners of any plans 
for territorial expansion. 

The media yaps about 
Neo-Nazis, but they are 
doomed to remain a fringe 
group, for their abhorrent 
creed thrives best in times of 
severe economic hardship 
and social disruption. There 
may be disruption, but it is 
unlikely to become a disaster 
on the scale of the Great 
Depression. Likewise, aiardiists 
can rail against Germany's 
smug affluence, but their 
chief impact is in noise and 
violence at demonstrations. 

Chancellor Kohl has seized 
tl« nettle, or roseof opportunity 
and pinned it firmly to his 
lapel. Like any good 
politician, he manipulated 
the debate to the point where 
his party seemed to be the 
logical choice in the task of 
unification, especially to a 
population unversed in the 
intricacies of Western election 
campaigns. 

At that point, East Germans 
were more concerned with 

destroying the Police State 
than the technicalities of 
gaining Western affluence. 
Surely blue jeans and 
Reeboks would soon become 
a part of their consumer diet. 
Unfortunately, with various 
exceptions. Western wealth is 
predicated upon hard work 
and a complex, high, technology 
infrastructure. East Germany 
is starting from scratch in this 
respect. 
Beyond ideas of invasion, 
Germany's smaller neighbours 

must be fearing economic 
imperialism, the domination 
of central and eastern Europe 
via sheer Teutonic vigour 
and economies of scale. Who 
needs the crudity of guns or 
tanks when Germany can 
subtly model its neighbours 
uponitsown import and export 
needs? 

On the periphery of this great 
turning point are the millions 
of migrant workers imported 
from nations such as Turkey. 
They suffered prejudice, poor 
training and restricted job 
prospects as it was, but now 
they are emphatically last in 
line, unwanted in the new 
Germany. The trends of hostility 
towards the foreign labour 
that helped to build the EEC 
are evident right across 
Europe, especially in France. 

More optimistically, the 
choking grime and poison of 
the East's industry may be 

' throttled back to the merely 
stifling toxin levels of the 
West. A large middle-class 
will inevitably appear in the 
East, and will hence create 
the only true cultural 
homogeneity Germany has 
ever enjoyed since unity 120 
years ago. As the Goddess of 
Democracy flits around Berlin 
this week, savea little scepticism 
for the motives of those who 
hastened it, and pity for those 
whose working lives are 
being sacrificed in the name 
of economic readjustment. 

ThroughaGlass Darkly 
by Michael Ives 

Afew weeks ago I went 
to the "New 
Chadstone" with a 

friend. It seems to be a real 
sign of the times that there's 
no room now for the slovenly, 
the lazy and the uncovered. 
Surrounded by Airy Atriums 
and a "Trent Nathan" or 
"Bennetton" at every turn, 1 
was feelingmore self<onscious 
by the minute. 

Whatever happened to the 
women in towelling tracksuits, 
with a scarf tied under the 
chin holding the hair roller 
in? To see this shopper 
wander into a design studio 
with a bright and airy 
salesperson unsure how to 
cope but to keep on smiling 
was a moment worth waiting 
for. It never happened. 
Where have these people 
gone? The same way as the 
drug dealers of the pre-pastel 
small cafe, I guess. When the 
designers move in there's no 
room for the messy and the 
seedy. It's a case of backs to 
the (muted, earthy toned) 
wall. 

Gone are the days of relaxed 
comfortable slovenliness. It 
seems that either you're 
beautiful or you're ugly, with 
no room for those of us 
inbetween. I just don't feel 
like I measure up, sitting in 
front of the T.V. in flannelette 
pyjamas and a bathrobe thaf s 
seen better days, melting 
Mars-Bars in one hand, twisties 
in the other. Here I am 
presented '.vith diners dashing 
to meetings over Anti-Pasta 
and Expresses, lifting 
weights before clinching a 
deal. 

This beautificalion of like is a 
bit of a worry really. It seems 
as though anything lacking 
style, wit and sophistication 
just isn't worth having, thus 
devaluing the majority of 
people, their jobs and their 
lifestyles in the process. 

So how do we mere mortals 
attempt to live the dream? 
Dress a bit more prettily, 
head over to Chadstone and 
put it on our credit card. If 
you don't have the tx>n3 fides 
of the new beauty ethos 
maybe you can buy your way 

in (and get yourself deep in 
hock in the process). 

There may be a breath of 
fresh air though, if we 
manager to get a heal thy dose 
of the urban nightmare via 
the new American cartoon 
'The Simpsons". That this 
new animated series is drawing 
an audience on a par with the 
"Cosby Show" points to an 
interesting trend. It is a bit of 
a turnaround really. In the 
Cosby s we have a black family 
containing the professional 
and a monopoly on caring 
and sharing, while the WASP 
family in 'The Simpsons" is 
totally at odds with the 
world, struggling to get by 
with any rationality 
preserved. 

In the show Dad is an Atomic 
Scientist while Bread is his 
neuroticson, the centreof this 
far from idyllic nuclear family. 
Audiences appear less 
enchanted with the sanitised 
perfection served up to them 
where Dad is a doctor. Mum 
is a buyer and the biggest 
crisis is junior getting his ear 
pierced. 

There is an appreciation of 
the grotty, and the slightly 
abnormal. The acceptance of 
Jon Waters (Director of the 
infamous dogshit eating 
Divine) into mainstream 
cinema via Hairspray and the 
just released Cry Baby, as well 
as the U.S. prime time success 
of David Lynch's (Eraserhead, 
Blue Velvet) disturbingly 
dark Twin Peaks may mark a 
refreshingly new critical eye 
upon white bread, clean teeth 
media — where everyone is 
happy, successful and, above 
all, normal. 

An acceptance and acknow
ledgement, of difference 

ana even slight strangeness 
could even be said to con
tribute to a degree of greater 
tolerance throughout society. 
Having a prod at the idols of 
beau ty and perfection can help 
us feel more comfortable with 
ourown moderaleadiievanents. 

But then again, maybe this 
trend is just stems from our 
newly awakened Environmaital 
awareness. After all, without 
our whiteners, bleaches and 
chloroflurocarbons around, 
we may just have to get used 
to a slightly more smelly and 
stained new world. 

It 's tine 'f\eeboK of fhe Nappy world.'. 
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TRANSPORT 
Jim. Kate and Leslie 

Monash bus-users are 
actively working for 
better conditions. 

We are cleaning our bus 
shelters, countingand surveying 
bus-usersand taking our Uni. 
administrators on lius inspection 
tours. Right now we have a 
tent city set up at the busloop. 
By getting organised, 
Monash students and staff 
have formed an effective 
pocket of resistance to recent 
bus cuts. 

TheMinistiyofTranspiorthasour 
submission for a locally-based 
Public Transport Improvement 
Campaign. The Public 
Transport Corporation has 
noted coverage of protests 
from Monash in local papers. 

The numbers ate there. The 
day long MAS bus count 
recorded two and half 
thousand people arriving at 
Monash by bus. 

What our bus-users need 

now is representation. At 
the moment, MAS is effec
tively focusing on improve
ments needed for bus 
services and facilities. But it's 
time the University had a 
Public Transport Working 
Group constantly working in 
this area. 

Students and staff members 
coming In on the buses must 
have an avenue through 
which they can express ideas 
and get improvements made. 
Once we have a Public 
Transport Working Group 
established, we can be more 
confident of the University's 
longer term commitment to 
improving public transport 
services to the campus. 

Let's use this chance to make 
our public transport service 
what It should be. 

Rally with us tonight — 
Thursday October 11th, 1990 

6.15 p.m. Monash Busloop 

for the walk to Huntingdale 
Station. 

BUSCRISIS 
stop Press Stop Press Stop Pre 

WANT SOMETHING TO DO? 

The Monash Association of Students 
will employ people to fill the following positions: 

-k TYPESETTERS: 
$12.16 p.h. — 25 hrs per week to be shared 
between two people (Must be conversant with 
IBMA^entura Desktop Publishing) 
Period of Employment — 36 weeks 

(mid Feb. U> mid Oct.) 

•k PROOF READER(s): 
$125.00 per edition (may be job shared) 

Tir AD MANAGER: 
Rate of pay is under review, but includes a 
retainer and commission. 

llndividxxal Applications are required) 

Applications to be lodged with Sally Willox, 
Human Resources OfTicer by Friday 14th 

December. 1990. 

Interviews will be conducted 
Monday 7th Janaury 1991 
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MBilAcTiviTTF^ 
by Tim Gattuso and Matt 

Nicol. 

Not quite as obtuse as 
last edition, but still 
heaps of fun, it's the 

MAS Activities column! 
Firstly allow us to apologise 
for the last column, we 
thought about defending it 
but after rereading the little 
blighter what can we say? 
And so, a return to normalcy. 

Tim Gattuso and Matt Nicol 
have to be two of the Irest 
blokes at Monash University, 
if not the southern hemishere 
(managed to get out a whole 

paragraph without patting 
ourselves on the back— n̂ot 
bad). To further the support 
for this rather obvious 
statement. Matt and Tim 
have invited Paul Norton 
over for lunch. We have a 
feeling that a couple of his 
mates might tag along, and 
that they might perform, as a 
favour to us. 

His throaty voice and strident 
chords (and I'm not talking 
about his pants) will fill the 
forum during lunchtime on 
the last Thursday before we 
break up. Bitter still (that's a 
joke son), we're going to 

throw in some tieer (VB that 
is). The Head Honcho Host 
Schemers, our good friends 
Tim and Edwina, who aren't 
quite as egotistical as us (but 
we're coaching them) will 
throw a few snags on the 
BBQ. Let's pray the rain holds 
off or we'll be really pissed. 
Actually we'll be really 
pissed anyway. HOY! 

Make sure you're here next 
week for the final Activities 
column in 1990, we've got 
something special planned. 

Outta here. 

PACChairReport 
by Derek Francis 

At the meeting held 
Monday, 2nd Octot)er 
a motion was put 

forward that the State 
government should legalise 
shit (marijuatia), and control 
its sale through a government 
monopoly. Some people 
thought this was not a good 
idea because the State 
government would probably 
lose money fromsuchaventure. 
Regarding letting private 
enterprise take control, it was 

suggested by our friends of 
the earth that all cash crops are 
ideologically impure. It was 
raised that shit fucs the body 
to the max, to which it was 
replied that other shit fucs the 
body more. PAC finally 
decided to legalise shit 
grown for personal use. 
Hopefully this will ease the 
conscience of many Uni 
students who up until now 
had heen "smoking" without 
PAC'S approval. 

On a more serious note PAC 
decided it was just as evil to 

discriminate on the basis of 
religion as it was to discriminate 
on the basis of race. 

The final motion discussed 
was concerning whether 
PAC should send a letter of 
congratulations to Kevin 
Lentin for his election success. 
It was decided the motion 
should be tabled, probably 
liccausc PAC-ite's needed 
time to think very seriously 
about whether we should 
undertake such action, and 
the implications of support
ing crazed losers who seek at-
tention through making 
idiots of themselves. 

U N I V E R S I T Y 

A O S T R A L I A 

FACULTY OF ARTS 

LANGUAGES SUMMER SCHOOL 
1990/91 

Intensive four and eight week summer courses will be offered in: 

ASIAN LANGUAGES AND STUDIES: 
Beginners Chinese (IVIandarin), Indonesian, Korean; Beginners and Advanced 
Japanese; History of Japanese Science and Technology; Music of China and 
Japan. 

EUROPEAN LANGUAGES: 
Beginners French and German. 

All courses are offered to the general public and for university credit. 

For further information please contact: The Summer School Director, Language 
Centre, Monash University. Clayton, Victoria, 3168. Answerphone: 
(03) 565 4236. 

I 
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or lega l ise Mar i juana 
for t h o s o r o f y o u whio^ 

don' t smol<e "iMfj 
The Public Affairs Committee recently reaffirmed the Marijuana 

legalisation policy of the Monash Assoication of Students. Ever 
since Marijuana was first used 2,500 years ago, it has had a varied 

history: ranging from publicly and legally endorsed usage to banishment 
to "Dope" subcultures. Meanwhile, debate has raged over the effects of 
Marijuana and its active ingredient Tetra Hydra Cannibinol (THC). Ben 
Hider explains the stance of Monash Mullers and Packers Union. 

P 

The main reason that marijuana is illegal 
is historical. While alcohol (and to a 
lesser extent, tobacco) has a long history 

of usage in Western society. Marijuana is a 
relatively recent import from the "exotic" 
East. Marijuana is illegal because of this historical 
reason, despite numerous arguments in 
favour of legalisation. 

Marijuana is, for example, not as unhealthy 
as either tobacco or alcohol, particularly 
when it is eaten rather them smoked. Unless 
smoked, it doesn't destroy your lungs, liver, 
kidneys, or reproductive organs. Research 
indicates less damage to your brain as compared 
to the effects of alcohol, and it does not cause 
violence in users. All this really indicates is 
how idiotic and hypocritical current laws are. 

Further, approximately one million pjeople 
regularly use marijuana in Australia, with 
another five million people having used it at 
least once. What this means is that more than 
20 per cent of Australians are criminals. 
This is hardly the way to encourage support 
for Australia's laws. Also, this results in the 
police expending a great deal of their precious 
time and resources on hunting people whose 
only crime is a social activity accepted by 
many as legitimate. 

On top of this cost, however, is a far greater 
one. AH that money that everyone spends on 
drugs goes straight into the coffers of organised 
crime. How many assassinations, rapes, 
break-ins, assaults, etc, have been funded by 
an innocuous social activity. Further, while 
marijuana is illegal, people's access to information 
regarding it will be severely limited. Young 
people will not feel comfortable discussing it 
with their parents, for example, and there 
vdll aways be a stigma attached to talking to 
drug counsellors about it. The less information 
people have, the harder it is to make an informed 
decision. 

There is another major problem with 
marijuana being illegal: It is loo bloody expensive! 

By Ben Hider 
Mullers and Packers Union 

"Dope smokers of the world unite! 
"You have nothing to lose but your 
chains!" 

~ Surely it would be better to have marijuana 
legalised for personal usage and cultivation 

' (say, up to two or three plants) and all larger 
crops nationalised for cultivation and sale by 
the government (be it state or federal), the 
proceeds of which can be then be spent on 
education, health and welfare. 

Some people may argue that legalising 
marijuana will aeate even worse social effects 
than its illegality. These people say that 
legalising marijuana will encourage its use. 
This ignores the fact that the illegality creates 
an aura of mystique and rebelliousness 
around marijuana, an aura which only encourages 
people to use it. There is, in fact, considerable 
evidence that legalising marijuana would 
decrease usage in the long-term. Numerous 
private schools in NSW recently allowed 
smoking cigarettes in a specific common 
room. For the first year cigarette smoking 
increased by about 20 per cent; after that 
smoking went down to about 25 per cent of 
the original level. It is likely that marijuana 
usage would follow a similar pattern. 

There is, of course, also the potential problem 
of "dope-driving". This problem could also be 
reduced if marijuana were legalised. Currently, 
the only meai« available to police for checking 
if people have been smoking is by blood-testing, 
which is hardly practical for spot-checking in 
the way that alcohol breathalysing is. If 
marijuana were legalised (with heavy penalties 
for "dope-driving"), police could use the THC 
breathalysers developed several years ago to 
breath-test drivers. (Police currently don't 
bother because it is not illegal to be stoned, 
only to possess marijuana). 

There is nothing fundamentally viTong with 
marijuana as compared to our other social 
drugs. Why, then, is it illegal? Largely because 
our legislators are too wimpy to do the ra
tional, logical thing; because they're too 
scared of the so-called "Moral Majority" (who 
are neither moral, nor a majority). The only 
answer is to pressure them to legislation. 
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CONTRACT LABOUR 
By David Moody 

Last week at Melbourne University, the 
Union Building was closed down by 
the Student Administration in 

response to demands by the relevant staff 
unions for further negotiations on the vexed 
question of "contract versus permanent tenure" 
emptoyment for Student Union Staff. 

It is unfortunate that the response of the 
Student Administration to this debate has 
been typified by knee-jerk reactions and the 
refusal to negotiate any more. What follows 
is an explanation of some of the issues 
involved in the debate. 

Permanent Tenure 

At present, most Melbourne University 
Union staff are empbyed under an arrangement 
which is called "permanent tenure". 

Permanent tenure employment is the sort of 
employment that most wage and salary 
earners have. Contrary to what the term may 
imply, permanent tenure does not mean the 
the employee must be employed irrespective 
of what they may or may not do while 
engaged in the job. Like most employees, 
they may be dismissed by the employer, 
with appropriate notice, if they are negligent, 
consistently inefficient, or simply unable to 
perform adequately in their cillocated job. 

However, importantly, employees engaged in 
permanait taiure employment are not constantly 
faced with the threat of dismissal (unfair or 
otherwise) at the end of each year no matter 
how well they perform in their job. There is 
guaranteed employment for the permanently 
tenured employee at the beginning of each 
new year, provided that their performance is 
always "up to scratch". 

Contract Employment: The Way It Could Be 

The Melbourne Universi ty Student 
Administration is proposing to put many of 
its staff (particularly research and publicity 
staff) on one year, renewable contracts. 
Contract employment gives the employer a 
degree of flexibility in their employment 
practices which permanent tenure does not. 
For starters, at the end of each year, the 
employer has the option of simply refusing 
to renew the contract and therefore effectively 
terminating the employment of the employee. 

This might sound remarkable until it is 
recognised that via this mechanism, all common 
law and statutory rights which employees 
have to protect them from unfair dismissal 
by the employer can be evaded. 
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A "Hypothetical" Problem 

Lef s take the "purely hypothetical" example 
of an employer who does not like the fwlitical 
beliefs of his/her employee. A permanently 
tenured employee could not be dismissed on 
these grounds under the Victorian Equal 
Opportunity Act. An employee under contract, 
on the other hand, could face the prospect of 
not having their contract renewed, and thus 
being sacked "through the back door", simply 
because they thought Marx was great and the 
employer was a fan of Friedman! This is 
ludicrous. 

Many student representatives argue that if 
they are elected on a particular policy platform, 
research and publicity staff (in particular) 
who disagree with this platform pose a direct 
threat to its implementation. They say that 
democracy demands the elected student 
employer should be able to dismiss these 
people quickly, and that contract employment 
allows this to happen. 

While this is possibly true on its face, the 
argument has two fundamental flaws. Firstly, 
it presupposes that staif are never professional 
enough to put aside their own political 
beliefs to do research and publicity at the 
direction of the incumbent student union 
leadership. This is demonstrably untrue. 
Secondly, it often doesn't give the aforemen
tioned staff members the chance to prove 
their professionalism, because they are sacked 
before they get the opportunity to perform 
under the new regime. 

As a consequence, contract employment 
creates a threat of dismissal at the end of 
each year, this threat hanging over the head 
of the unfortunate employee like a sword of 
Damolces. This threat may be made good in 
the event that the employee does not do and 
say exactly what the employer wants. No 
employee should be faced with such a 
threat, unprotected by statutory or common 
law. 

In Conclusion 

Contract Employment is not, by definition, 
always a bad idea. For many employees the 
job flexibility offered by short-term contracts 
is desirable, allowing them to continue 
working in their chosen field while they wait 
for a better offer to come along. 

This is not the case for Melbourne University 
staff. If they had found the prospect of contract 
employment so desirable, their unions would 
not have places bans on the Union Building 
in protest at the introduction of such contracts. 

Clearly, the staff prefer the job security of 
permanent tenure to the "flexibility" of 
renewable contracts. 

Melbourne University Student Administration 
has, in my opinion, made a mess of their dealings 
with staff and unions, resulting in a lot of 
needless inconvenience for both staff and 
students. Let us hope that our own Student 
Union, in its negotiations with staff on campus, 
is able to show a more mature and con
ciliatory approach. 

I 
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Myth Making With 
by Matthew Ryan journals and things that were being done by What about a sense of social responsibility, 

studenty-type people. It was the Viemam in that they can shape public opinion. How 
, ,. , „ . , . , , war days, all that protest movement. So powerful is that for cartoonists? 
MichaelLeumgrsviewoftheworldisdisplayed .v,,^/^ v^,, ,^^„,.„,,„ , . , ^ 

^ ' — - • *^ t s how I contmued to earn pocket money i don't think they can shape it at all. I think a 
by domg little cartoons. cartoonist has got a lot of power to reinforce 

stereotypes. They can reinforce prejudice, 

daily to readers of "The Age" through his 
cartoons. Here the philosophy and 
opinions that shape these pictorial poems 
are fleshed out as MATTHEW RYAN talks ^^'^^^' '^^^ *̂ ^''"^ school, I realised that was and they often do that. They often continue 
with Leunig about: modem myth and Koori hopeless enough. If you wanted to make to portray stereotypical types of politicians 
dreaming, alienation and teapots, and of "'"^^ y ° " J"^' "^^^^ " ' '"^' V^" ̂ ^^"y ^''^'^ 

learn much at film school. So in the midst of 
film school I was offered a job at The Age. 
They set up an evening newspaper called 
Newsday and I was offered a job as the political 
cartoonist, based on the part time work I'd 

course cartoons. 

Did you have any artistic training ? 

No I didn't, I had none. I didn't do art at 
High School, we only did it to about second been doing around the town. And then that 

even though the politician might change or 
be trying to. Cartoonists often bring {jeople 
down to a nice containable comfortable 
image; you think you imderstand them, you 
say, "Oh, thaf s so and so." As far as everyone 
is concerned thaf s ali he is. Cartoonists do this 
quite a lot but I don't think they can change 

form. I liked drawing sort of funny pictures, was it, I moved into cartooning full time and things very much. So I think cartoonists 
There was a teacher at school who told me I was paid a full wage. 
should become a political cartoonist. I didn't 
know what that was. I loved drawing fuiuiy 
pictures and making jokes and stuff with ' ^ " ^ that we've got to you as a cartoonist, 
drawings but I wanted to write too. I used to ^° Y"" *^^ ^ ™1« * 3 ' cartoonists have in 
try and do the school magazine and all that, society, like a social conscience? 
write bits and pieces. I would v^ite poetry. 

shouldn't care about what society expects. 
They should refer to their own integrity and 
just Uve by that. They must be on the outside 
and often that will make them foolish, they 
will make mistakes, they will go over the top, 
but just occasionally they will be the voice 

Yes, I do believe that. That's very traditional that is true when all the other voices can't be. 
and that's very important. The newspaper itself 

And so after school did you go to University? ^ i * i n a democracy should be a conscience 
and an independent voice, and it must be a 

I went to Monash University for a short time, watchdog for the government. And I think a 
That's where I started cartooning by doing cartoonist should be someone within the 
things for the Lot's Wife newspaper and they ^^^^^ ^^^ ^^ ̂ ^ y^^ another higher level up 
paid me for these things, very small 
amounts. But this was good and I realised 
that I was shghtly successful, I mean, people 
wanted me to do more of these things so I 
flowed into it from there. 

What were you studying at Uni? 

I was doing something called Arts, I didn't 
understand what that was then. It was 

from that, who does that on a personal level, 

what the newspaper does as an institution. 
The cartoonist within a paper traditionally 
has the most freedom of any person in the 
paper. And that's the sort of role that is 
given to a very limited number of people in 

Do you feel any particular area which they 
shouldn't touch, that's too sensitive or 
explosive? 

Well, it really depends on the cartoonist because 
there are some cartoonists who you can get 
very angry at because they just continue to 
reinforce. Sometimes when you make a joke 
about something you 'joke it away', )'ou 
repress it and keep it as it is. A joke is not 
necessarily the truth; a witticism in fact is 
quite often very untrue. And that sort of 
cartoonist who only looks to the joke, goes 
for the laugh, is often dealing in untruths and 
stereotypes and old prejudices and this is 
their currency and they think because they've 

democracies, to just be themselves. Even 
English and Anthropology, Sodology, History, though they make mistakes and become 
French... irresponsible at times, the broad average is made people laugh, they are succeeding. I 

that they are the individual voice. Responsible wouldn't like to name names but this is 
Did you finish your B.A.? g^Iy to their own consdence. something that can happen. 
No, it only lasted a year and a half. I remember 
I passed English and Anthropology in first 
year and after th'at I dropped out after 
another half a year, I loathed it so much. I 
was so alienated there and I didn't understand 
the process. I was hopeless in tutorials, I 
couldn't speak, I was inarhculate. A lot of 
these kids had come from good schools and I 
realised just how little I knew about reading 
and studying and talking about matters, I 
was just a dreamer. 

So, where did you go from Uni? 

I just got odd jobs, driving a truck and I went 
and worked in the meatworks for a while, 
and factories for a long time. Then 1 decided 
I wanted to do this thing of being a film 
maker and I went to film school, Swinburne 
for two years, and all the while I was continuing 
to draw cartoons for so-called 'underground' 
publications. They were sort of Uttle political 
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^r^r t /^A^r^c • An Interview wit 
V ^ U I I U U I I O . MichaelLeunla 
Well, let's get on to your work in particular. 
Do you feel your work has changed, since 
say you released your first book, in style or 
in the content of it? 

Well, if s evolved along a bit, the drawings 
are different. In many ways the spirit of it is 
much the same, perhaps it was a bit more 
brash and joyous back then and perhaps if s 
more ponderous now, and it varies from 
week to week and year to year, again if s all 
over the place, a hotchpotch, if s not constant. 
But I don't thii\k it has changed enormously. 
I think I've become a little bit more forgiving. 
I'm a bit more understanding of things, a bit 
softer in some ways. Some of the hard edge 
has gone off it, for better and for worse. 

Is thai just from you growing older, or 
something in particular? 

Growing older, means growing a bit wiser, it 
means coming to terms with things, 
understanding more, understanding why 
you are like you are...Understanding why the 
people you dislike were like they were, you 
become more forgiving which makes it difficult 
for cartoonists. If s easier to work from a 
position of prejudice and rage and anger 
than when you have to take the whole 
spectrum into account and there are no baddies 
any more. Although, from time to time, there 
are. See, I started out as a political cartoonist, 
I was inspired mainly by a kind of an outrage 
about being conscripted and the Vietnam 
war. I was also inspired by the fact that this 
country had a very conservative government 
that had been in power for a long time and 
had grown a bit stupid by being in power for 
too long. And there were a lot of obscenity 
laws, a lot more repressive stupid laws that 
had to be changed so that was my motivating 
thing; to get in comment, to send things up, 
to lampoon things, to do all that traditional 
sort of cartoonist scurrilous activity which is 
what I enjoyed. I think if it became clearly 
necessary now I'd do it all again, I mean, I 
remember when the Falklands war came into 
the news, I remember a great seriousness 
rising up in me and I did some very strong 

cartoons, very condemning, heartfelt cartoons. 
When times require it you respond in that 
way, but the times haven't seemed to require it 
because I feel we have moved into a different 
type of world now where the political solution 
is not as important as the personal, spiritual 
solution. I think the whole world has drifted. 
There were sjjedfic political things once required, 
we knew we should get out of Vietnam or we 
should not have this kind of law there. There 
was a clearer sense of things in the 70s. Now 
I get the feeling you change all sorts of laws 
and governments, but the fundamental 
problems of society still exist. So thaf s what 

you have got to attack and that requires a vVell, they are little symbols of the human 
different approach, it requires a gentle approach, level. If s a kind of domestic, human, playhil, 
a slower approach, not this harsh, satirical 
driving, powerful one. 

Is that more of an aiming at people's 
consciousness? 

primal, fallible dimension of life. You put in 
a teapot and you say, "Well isn't it a sweet 
thing". Some may say, "Thaf s just a dumb 
teapot". But I mean, what is a teapot? A 
teapot is a homely provident little simple 

Yeah, I think if s a shift of consciousness that thing which is constant, it's always there, it 
we're faced with. If s a psychic kind of...illness doesn't fall apart, it's nice. This is a warm little 
that society has now. A society which is suffering symbol of something, some domesticity, 
and is in grave sort of distress in many some simplicity, some humility, some kind of 
respects. A lot of the problems of this society comfort, not the sort of thing advertisements 
derives from psychological kind of epidemics project. The other symbols that I'm trying to 
relating to our values that cause us to become be a counterpoint to are the great shiny 
an addictive sort of society. A sort of passive complicated expensive cars, electronic 
society and a rather joyless, anxious and an equipment. I just try to say, "Hang on, 
intrinsically violent society. If s an egotistical there's other little icons". Let's remember 
society, more than it was twenty years ago, what is truly ours, the things that lie within 
people have become so self-conscious and 
afraid of feeling their instincts...even in 
newspapers. Once editors used to publish 
something on the front page because they 
had a feeling about it, now they look to 
market research for what people want to 
read. Look at television news and how a lot 
of those directors are getting. They're all 

our grasp, the things that we have affection 
for in our daily life. This is important, we 
must treasure all this, and these must be our 
icons too. Other icons are the things we 
aspire to, thaf s a grandiose levd. These represent 
the ego becoming inflated. The grandiose 
aspect of society is always attacked by a 
cartoonist. The pomposity, the great kind of 
thing you always try and attack, if s traditional. scared to rely on this instinctive quality, 

There's this t normous breakdown of relationships I wish society was a bit more humble and 
in the work , people's relationships with each functional and humane. 
other, with I "leir society. There's a very 
powerfijl alienation, and this is having enormous 
impact. The complexion of our whole society 
is affected enormously by these psychologi
cal problems that are common to so many 
people. 

So do you see your work as a sort of 
romanticism which is in opposition to this 
materialistic and egotistical sort of society. 
So that with the domestic images that you 

This is an edited interview from an article in the 
magazine Fetish, published by the Anthropology 
and Sociology Club. Fetish costs only $2:00 and 
is available from the Book co-operative and the 
Anthropology and Sociology office on the 10th 
floor of the Menzies Building. Other articles inch 

bring up, teapots and beds and pets, are you VJomen in Film, Football vs. Soccer, Why Stw, 
trying to bring them mto some sort of Arts?, the End of Communism and much mof 
spiritual light? Get your copy of Fetish now. 
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The True Meaning of Martial Arts Expressions 
(Even Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles don't know these secrets) 

by Marlene Ryzman 

I f you haven't heard of the Teenage 
Mutant Ninja Turtles', then you're either 
a hermit living on a remote island, or a 

penguin in the Antarctic. It seems that all 
problems encountered in the school yard are 
blamed on the turtles. Admittedly, the fact 
that they are ninjas carrying a range of deadly 
weapjons, doesn't conjure up images of peaceful 
picnics in the park. But while we are on the 
subject of ninjas, have you ever wondered 
what is really behind martieil arts training? 

According to Master U. P. N. Atom, it is a 
short sharp cry at the moment of striking; 
performed correctly, the cry ensures that the 
expulsion of air from the lungs is combined 
with movements to the best effect. (Another 
explanation is that 'kihup' is a cry of pain 
after being hit). So, in a sparring bout, the 
one who yells the loudest is not necessarily 
the most courageous opponent! 

On the other hand, watch out for the instructor 
who advises you that he teaches "eclectic martial 
arts". In other words, he hasn't trained in any 
one discipline long enough to gain expertise 
in it ("I've thrown together bits and pieces of 
different styles in a way which makes me 
look good to people who don't know anything 
about fighting"). And if you read a brochure 
which states that the head of a school has 
viewed all the essential martial arts videos, 
and has researched the best exercise and diet 
programme, this means 1 watch the 
"Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles and eat 
pizza" (author's apologies to Michelangelo, 
Donatello, Raphael and Leonardo). 

We often read about Masters who entrust the 
secrets of their art only to close fanuly members 
who continue the tradition. At the risk of 
being held responsible for altering these 
traditions, I have decided to reveal to you the 
secrets behind the secrets! If you are considering enrolling in a particular 

martial arts course, observe the instructor 
carefully and try to detect the hidden meanings 
embedded in the language used in class. 
When an instructor tells you that in his 
school he specialises in 'close-range' fighting 
because if s essential to grasp hand techniques, 
what he really means is "I can punch, but 
don't ask me how to kick, I haven't got a 
clue." 

Firstly, the names of the arts practised today 
are not the original ones, but have altered 
over the years. For example,'Kung Fu'was 
originally called 'Run Fu', founded by 
Master U. Go Kwik, assisted by I. Ran Too. 
He taught students to remove themselves 
from conflict by using the technique of rapid 
locomotion. It proves quite effective, especially 
if the self-defence practitioner is wearing 
adidas sneakers, and has a head start. In Run 
Fu and many of the other arts, students are 
taught how to use 'kihup' - a traditional yell. 
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When instructors tell you not to take any 
notice of the variety of tactics taught in other 
schools because,"If you just practise what I 
show you, you don't need to know all those 
fancy techniques", this translates as,"I only 
know one thing." And beware of the teacher 
who claims, "I never fight my students 
during sparring practice because I don't 
want anyone to be injured." (Translation? - "I 
like my face the way it is, thanks"). Another 
expression commonly used by instructors in 
the dojo is, "Don't ask me to demonstrate my 
real skills; my secret techniques are so 
dangerous that they may result in death." 
("Anyone who fights like I do, could end up 
getting killed"). 

I hope this article has clarified some of the 
expressions used in martial arts classes. And 
for those of you who are wondering what 
rank I hold, just look at all the oriental characters 
embroidered on my belt (Translation: "Made 
in Korea"). 
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Bubbles 
Melbourne 

by Matthew Walters 

Have you noticed? The Sydney-produced 
SJfJ ABC youth radio station (107.5 
FM) has been transmitting here in 

Melbourne nearly one year! 
» 

Don't the Melbourne commercial stations 
and public radio stations provide enough 
'contemporary music' variety? 

No, says JIJ's weekday breakfast presenter, 
Maynard F# (he's a muso) Crabbes. After 
shifting suitcases of records, promo carts, 
CDs, 'Dob in a Dag' correspondence, give 
away T-shirts and a trombone which he 
plays live to air from his temporary studio at 
the ABC's Melbourne studios he stresses 
there is a gap that JJJ fills between 'rotation' 
music on the commercials and the more ad 
hoc public radio stations. 

Judging by the amount of letters Maynard 
receives nominating people for his 'Dob in a 
Dagf competition, JIJ has a significant listenership. 
Ratings put JJJ at roughly 3% (of total radio 
audience) in Sydney and 1% in Melbourne. 

Maynard pointed out to Lot's who spent a 
morning in the studio with him as he broadcast 
across Australia on the new JJJ Network, that 
his "up and pacy" style, described by one 
Monash Uni critic as "incredibly bright and 
uninspiring", was "JJJ's time out for serious 
fun!" 

Other JJJ programs are more relaxed. JJJ's 
commitment to innovation in contemporary 
radio for Australian youth (vs the 
Americanised commercial stations?) also in
cludes preparation of special news and cur
rent affairs programs. 

But does the Federal Goverrunent share this 
commitment? 

This week's breakfast show production from 
Melbourne rather than Sydney was a great effort 
and strain on JJJ- Meeting the cost of airfares 
and accommodation was almost just as much 
strain as finding an ABC Studio in Mel
bourne that could be used. This was one of 
the few weeks that they could find a studio 
that they could use for five days in a row! 

After one year of hearing Sydney J]J in Mel
bourne on 3JJJ, the ABC fimding disease is all 
too apparent. 

Many commentators say that the provision of 
a youth radio service by the ABC is just an 
indulgence, and JJJ should be axed. These 
middle-aged commentators usually can't tell 
the difference between rock and roll on the 
commercials and that played on public radio 
and the JJJ network. 

Perhaps there is little difference. Your Lot's 
reporter can't describe the difference easily. 
One justification for JJJ does jump to mind, 
however: 

"We can be relaxed while being professional," 
says Maynard's producer, Simon Mamie 
who used to disc jockey 2MMM's graveyard 
(12 midnight - 6 am) shift and do little more 
than say 'another forty minutes of con
tinuous rock and roll' every twenty minutes. 

Raynard reflects upon his training-ground 
days at Sydney's public radio stations: "At 
least at the ABC you can find the records you 
want to play - they don't get nicked here." 

^Maynard describes his audience as people 
stumbling blindly around the kitchen (where 
there is a radio up loud) struggling to feed 
themselves, [showerj and "get going". 

Most people feel shit [at that time of dayj. I 
play pick-you-up music, music that swings 
like a gate." 

It is a pleasure to watch Maynard and his 
producer put together their 'bubbly and 
fruity program'. Even after an equipment 
failure in a studio he was unfamiliar with, 
leaving him without a track to play, he 
managed this quip: 

"We've got a matchbox here doing a 
studio impersonation - and WE'RE in it" 

The expansion of the JJJ network to all capital JJJ appears to influence the commercial stations. 
cities of Australia and Newcastle was to have Some call it the virtue of media diversity. 
been complimented by the provision of Simon Mamie describes it this way: 
regional broadcast 'windows' during which 
local information and news, produced locally "Commercials take notice of JJJ - if s [of] 
by youth, could be aired. a progressive, but acceptable, standard." 

A year later, the best JJJ can do towards 
making their Sydney-produced service 
'National' is to sporadically present 
programs from different capital dty studios 

3JJJ, bubbly or not, is a challenge to the com
mercial stations. 
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WRITE A BURNSON AND STE 
AND WIN $20 

This is your chance to stamp your own personal brand of 
advertising campaign for Bumson and Stenches. 

All you have to do is fill in the blank box with the witties 
think of. 

If your ad is the one our panel of judges agree is the best, 
the Non-Smokers' Movement's campaign. We'll also give yo 
most creative. 

Why only $20 when the opposition is offering $20,000? 
industry spends about 1000 times as much on selling cigarett 
ĉan spend telling the tmth. 

And we all know that dmg pushers are never short of a do 
So sharpen up your pencil and send in as many entries as 

"I know", Non-Smokers' Movement of Australia, Box 6, Tra 
4 Goulbum St, Sydney 2000. Entries close last mail, Octobe 



OPTIONAL -1 AM A NON-SMOKER AND WOULD NOT LIKE TO RECEIVE CANCER A 
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CLUBON 
by Ctuberetla 

On a band note (as opposed to a bad 
note). Real Life showed their 
lively selves on stage at the 

Cadillac on Wednesday, 26lh September. 
This sneak preview performance showcased 
their new single at its danceable best. 
Another big band night occurred a couple 
of days later at Chasers, which played 
host to the UK-based Beloved — their 
full-on show was well loved and received 
by the full house. 

Transformers hosted by Paul Norton on 
October 7th — hopefully he's still not 
"stuck on you", after his hot and sweaty 
performance. 
Thursday, 4th October saw the Sex-
Packels digital underground album 
launch at "Fat" Chasers. The give aways, 
thankfully, were not of the Rubber 
variety! Friday, 5lh October was a fashion 
model of competition with the 'Man to 
Man'parade at IheMc/ro while theCodiVtoc 
went beachy with their Sea Folly swim wear 
parade, giving the female side an upfront 
display. If you missed out on your share 
of feke tan there, then wait until Friday, 
19th October at Transformers:, when the 

Sea FoUy/Nike Body Parade takes place 
— certain to be a very (inter) active night! 
A litde sooner is the "Cosmic Groove 
Party No. I", courtesy of Losi in Space 
also at Transformers:, proving once again 
that there is some form of life in mighty 
Moorabbin. Green concoctions served by 
robots are guaranteed to disorient von! 
If you didn't get enough of them at the 
Chocky Ball, then trip down to Transformers 
on Sunday, October 21 to see Boom Crash 
Opera and Dale Ryder in full voice! If 
that's too fast and frenzied then get into 
the "Slow Groove" with Fal at Chasers 
which presents 3 DJs "chiming out the 
gende Beats (International) of Soul (as in 
11 Soul), Reggae and London (Digital) 
Underground. Mellow out widi dancers 
and give-aways on Thursday,11th 
October. 

Passes: There's always a huge queue outside 
the MAS office on Tuesdays and 
Thursdays between 1-2 p.m.. So why 
don't you join it and grab a few passes for 
your own forays into this city's club 
scene! 

Club on 'til you bum out!I! 

S t u d 
FAST Report 

The Festival of Australasian Student 
Theatre (FAST) was held recenUy 
in HobarL A delegation of SH students 

and the Student Theatre Director attended 
this Festival with the production 
Wherever I Go During the week, there 
were seventeen shows presented by stu
dents from campuses all over Australia, 
reflecting the whole gamut of theatre from 
classical drama to comedy and revue. On 
the whole, the standard of work was very 
high, and those whose work was not fully 
developed benefitted greatly ftom the 
supportive criticism of their peers and 

n t T h 

The performance of Wherever 1 Go . . . 
was an overwhelming success, causing 
much discussion about both the content 
and prxjcess of creating work in this way. 

An essential part of the week was the 
workshop program. Professional tutors 
from Victoria, New South Wales, Tasmania 
and Queensland offered classes in acting, 
directing, theatre design, acrobatics, 
mime, voice, theatresports, dance, junk 
performance, and puppetry. Bob Burton 
ran the mime workshops, and was pleased 
with the enthusiastic interest his classes 

'Whcri Sai'd 'Break, a leg, 
likral^'." 

' X a a . 

I didl^ meaii i"'' 

STFAST 
u m n 

received. Everyone was very interested in 
the theatre work being done at Monash, 
which should bode well for the workshop 
and performance program we are preparing 
for 1991. 

The contact between students over the 
week was very close, and the interchange 
of ideas, energetic and exciting. As a 
result of this contact, there are plans afoot 
to tour shows to Sydney, and have their 
work come to Monash. 

There was no decision as to the location 
of next year's Festival, so the location and 
host is up for grabs. Monash students are 

interested in hosting FAST next year, and 
discussions are ensuing. 

Some quotes from Festival participants: 

"I was able to experience the sensation of 
humming for two hours in a voice 
workshop, while in the diroes of a hang
over" - Caroline Lloyd. 

"The feeling of empowerment, drive and 
interest in theatre the week gave to us was 
unique and exciting" - Graham Carter. 

"There was a special bond between all 
participants... the Festival should come 
to Melbourne next year!" - Kit McMahon. 

QSCAFF: 
Overseas 

Student's Council 
of Victoria 

by Suryan Chandrasegaran 

OSCAFFwasfliined(asllieOveiseas 
Students' Campaign AgainstFull 
Fees) to combat the proposed 

imposition of full-fees on overseas students 
across die country. Although the Government 
had sets is mind on implementing the 
present full-fees program, OSCAFF 
succeeded in debying it With the imposition 
of full-fee OSCAFF changed its name to 
die Overseas Students' Council of Victoria. 

Whilst its purpose of representing overseas 
students remained intact, OSCAFF's 
objectives were amended. OSCAFF's 
primary objective is to protect and further 
the interests of all overseas students in 
Victoria. All we do as an organisation is 
done in the pursuit of this aim: ensuring 

overseas students are not overcharged, acting 
as a watchdog for government policies 
and exposing false advertising (aimed at 
exploiting overseas students) by some 
institution etc.. In addition, OSCAFF 
seeks to disseminate infotmadon concerning 
overseas students' welfare to all overseas 
student organisations. There is thus, a lot 
of work for budding heroes out there 
who'd like to join us and stand up for 
overseas students' rights. 

I must stress diat you need not be of a 
particular political ideology to joint us; 
the only prerequisite is a sincere desire to 
help work towards the aim of OSCAFF, 
always keeping in mind what would be in 
the best interests of overseas students. 

If you feel you've got what it takes to join 
us, or would like more information, just 
call either Lai Wai Kin 529 6707, Chua 
Hak Yce 543 7258, or myself 544 5202. 
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By Ernest Zanalta 

Why Conservatism is Dead 

Conservatism is an elusive, almost 
mystical, political philosophy. It 
can mean anything bam a mindless 

preservation of the status quo (at its 
worst), to a complex and consistent moral 
code (at its best). 

Genuine conservatism is an absolute 
moral code, in which good and bad, right 
and wrong, are spelled out and are never 
transgressed or compromised. The 
genuine conservative should be just, 

honorable, upright and courageous. 

The bulk of so-called conservatives, be 
they pseudo, neo, paleo, Burkean, or Cro 
Magnon, fail to meaiiure up to such rigid 
criteria. 

Partly, this is due to their warped 
interpretations of conservatism. Rather 
than following any clear cut and universal 
foundation for iheir mortality, such as that 
provided by a belief in God, pseudo-
conservatives function in a vacuum 
devoid of any genuine beliefs or values. 

Instead, these people hide behind empty 

beliefs in traditionalism, Ihe status quo, 
and similarly lelativislic arguments to explain 
their bizarre opinions. 
My opinion of most so-called "conservatives" 
is that they tend to be insipid, spineless 
and cowardly. They are so frightened of 
real ideas and of change, and especially of 
belief, diat they choose to confuse all issues 
and to discredit genuine conservatism. 

To be a genuine conservative is to be 
heroic, to possess moral fibre and to have 
a code of honor. To be a psuedcKXmservalive 
is to be a relativistic wanker, ID have no 
honor and no principles. 

Unfortunately, most conservatives areq 
only counterfeit of the latter category. 
Hence conservatism has been discredited, 
and is dead. 
n/m HH Wiwfui- seni/ANT ecer, 
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Liberal Students 
Why P e t r o l P r i ces are R i s i ng 

By Jamie Hyams 

S ince the Iraqi invasion of Kuwait, 
we have been confronted with 
petrol prices that increase virtually 

whenever we blink. There has akeady 
been a hike of approximately one third, 
and the price may reach one dollar per litre 
by Christmas. 

Although it can be argued that this is good 
for Ihe environment, it is definitely not 
good for ordinary people, or for industry, 
and could well cause infiation to gel oul 
of control, as increased costs in production 

are passed on to consumers. 

Questions have been asked about why Ihe 
oil price in Australia should rise so 
dramatically when we produce most of 
our own oil. The oil companies have 
answered that the increase in world oil 
prices means that they would lose money 
if they did not raise their prices 
correspondingly. There is, however, 
one party that has made, and is making, an 
unexpected windfall from this situation, 
and as yet has done nothing to compensate 
the consumer. I am, of course, referring to 
the Federal Government. 

This government is already notorious for 
putting very little of the revenue it gains 
from taxing petrol back into the roads - a 
situation which has led to the nation's 
roads being in an unacceptably poor 
condition, which in turn contributes to 
many fatal accidents. Now it is refraining 
from lowering petrol taxes, a move which 
would lessen [he impact of diis crisis on 
the public, without causing any drop in 
government revenue. There is no doubt, 
however, that petrol prices will be used to 
explain the inevitable blowout in infiation 
as compared to the budget forecast 

Briefly, I would like to congraiualte the 
government on partially seeing the light in 
its various privatisations. The fact that 
these bodies had to be privatised proves 
that they cannot be run efficiently by ihe 
public sector. 

P£TiROL\ 
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Labor Students 
Young Labor R e j e c t s P r i v a t i s a t i o n 

By James Backwell 

The annual Victorian Young Labor 
Conference, held recently, 
rejected the privatisation push of 

the Hawke Labor GovranmenL The motions 
received cross-factional support, with 
only a few of the hard Right voting against 
the motion. 

Monash ALP Club members were at Ihe 
forefront of the debate, pointing out the 
implications of selling Australian Airlines 
and Qantas, the balance of trade problems, 
and the loss of national carriers. 

The Beazley proposal to open up a merged 
Telecom/OTC to competition with a 

privatised AUSSAT was also rejected, 
delegates realising that timed local calls 
will soon follow if this policy is pursued. 

Monash ALP members directed much of 
the policy debate, reversing former Right 
wing Labor support for the Higher Education 
Contribution Scheme. Young Labor Victoria 
again has a policy of free education. 

The environmental debates proved inleiesting 
when Labor Right- wingers attempted to 
block amotionagainsttlie proposed Cape 
York Space Port. This proved to be an 
interesting debate, as the Young Labor 
Left pointed out, the ramifications for die 
environment and abuses of land rights, 
only to be confronted with Labor Righl 

support for a proposal suggested by Sir 
Joh Bjelke- Peterson! 

Uranium Mining - The Next Struggle 

The next struggle will be uranium mining. 
The "three mines" policy of the Australian 
Labor Party was a compromise to placate 
the LefL As such, the Right are waiting to 
dig up the poUcy and the uranium. 

The Monash ALP Club has always held 
policy against uranium mining because of 
the environmental degradation, desecra
tion of Aboriginal sacred sites and the 
inherent dangers of nuclear power genera
tion. Beginning this year and extending 
over Ihe holidays, die Labor Students will 
be co-ordinating with the Monash Greens 

to develop a sophisticated and coherent 
campaign against uranium mining and 
nuclear power generation. We will be 
attempting to motivate students across die 
country to mobilise against further attacks 
on the Party Platform. Three mines is 
three loo many! 

&p 
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erial Spain 

Luke Harris 

Neatly isolated from mainland 
Europe by the jagged Pyrenees, 
Spain has always been a little 

different, to the point where some have 
considered it almost a part of Africa, due 
to its harsh terrain and strange history. 
Indeed, the peoples of ptesent-dayMorrocco 
occupied much of the Iberian peninsula for 
several hundred years, filling it with their 
beliefs,politicsandarchitecture. They were 
affluent, literate and fated to grinding defeat 
at the hands of semi-barbarous Christian war
lords raiding from the North. 

- By the I5th Century, the Moors possessed 

only the small southern province of 
Granada, and their high Islamic culture 
was in disarray. The new Catholic Spain 
began to look outwards, first to Europe, 
but then further afield, spectacularly assisted 
by the exploits of a Genoese sea-captain 
who thought that he could sail to China. 
Imperial Spain begins with the final sacking 
of Granada, as the Aragonese King Ferdinand 
and Queen Isabella of Castile brought 
patchwork Spain into a rough sort of 
unity. 

J.H. EUiot walks a complex path in relating 
to the tribulations of Spain, moving from 
statistics, to the basic structure of events, 
then back to demographics whilst always 
trying to convey a sense of trends and the 

fact that once these politics and intrigues 
were in real life and acted by real people. 
He does it well, never embroidering the 
talc, always making careful judgements. 
Spain destroyed ancient empires in Soudi 
America, suffered schisms, the mquisilion, 
anti-Semitism, colonial unrest and an 
often decadent court, and in the end faded 
with a whimper. 

One suspects it would have been a cruel 
time to be alive, one that only rewarded 
the ruthless or the lucky. Most Spaniards 
lived short, impoverished lives on the 
land, or fighting in the armies of Spain for 
noblemen who cared nought for a 
peasant's life. 

HARD TIMES HANDBOOK 
By Ian Robenson 

Look, I'm a 27 year old male who 
has lived on his own for fairly long 
periods over the past ten years. I've 

also travelled around the world with hardly 
any obvious means of support, and by the 
use of my wily, inventive, (and may I say) 
intelligent ability to get by, I have never 
been hungry, homeless, or unhappy, due 
to being involuntarily out of work. "Sure", 
you might think, and yes, I might be a 
freak of nature, but the point is: why the 
hell do 1 need a Hard Times Handbook? 
"Because, you know-all city kid", my old 
Nan might answer, "There's plenty that 
you don't know, and don't you forget it!" 
"But Nan," I'd reply cheekily, "how can I 
forget it if I don't know it? OW! Why'd 
you clip my ears? I'm grown up now, you 
can't do that any more. Get off you old 
bag!" "And here's something else for 
blaspheming!" "OW!" 

A frugal altitude. Thai's what this book 
prescribes. But it doesn't come out and 
shove it down your ihroat like my Nan 
does. It just simply offers the type of advice 
that you can pick up through talking about 
your problems with people. It's a book 
based at a folksy people level, and before 
you turn up your noses at the prospect of 
more of the dopey idealism that comes 
from some advocates of alternative life 
styles, 1 have to tell you that the Smiths 
don't want you to shave your head and 
live on a commune in North-West NSW 
or anything. All they are offering is advice. 
It's the kind of advice for which you 
would ring ring up your mum. For example; 
what's a good way to cook pasta and 
vegies so my flatmates won't throw their 
plates at me? Or how do I get the stains 
out of last night's parly because the 
landlord is coming over to fix the hole in 
the wall? 

The book offers cheap and useful solutions 
to the every day difficulties of life, and if 
you'reastudenl,or group of students who 
live on ths poverty line like me, I'm sure 
that a quick browse through this book will 
reveal at least one useful way for you to 
save money and be happier. Realistically, 
I'm not about to stockpile food in case of 
nuclear attack, nor am I going to sleep 
with sheets of newspaper between my 
blankets for added insulation, and I'm 
definitely not going to bum newspaper 
logs soaked in sump oil in my fire to avoid 
spending money on fire wood. But I am 
going to take notice of the recipes for 
cheap meals, and the advice about growing 
food, and for making home medicines and 
soaps and cleaners and good and handy 
stuff like that. Pretty soon my old Nan will 
be ringing me up for advice, and I'll just 
say to her: "Piss off you old bag!! Go buy 
the HARD TIMES HANDBOOK !!! 

The Beginning 
and the End 

by Margaret Safran 

T he Beginning and the End is as 
addictive as any American best 
seller. It deals with a proud family 

left destimte by the sudden death of its 
head. Their sffuggle, not so much for 
physical survival as for social survival, 
transports us into Second Worid War 
Egypt. 
It's hard to feel too much sympathy for 
most of the members of the Effendi family; 
poverty brings out the worst in each. Hussein, 
the middle son and the most likeable of 
them all, correctly sees them all as devouring 
each other, despite their mutual love. 

The widow, Samira, is an incredible 
woman who manages with her planning 
and economising to sustain the family 
under the most sfingent conditions. Yet 
her sudden bursts of violent temper and 
the ease with which she manipulates her 
sons for her own future docs nothing to 
endear us to. Similarly, the youngest son, 
Hassanein, has agenuine love for all other 
members of his family but his ambition 
turns him into a ruthless, bitter man, 
ashamed of those who helped him achieve 
his goals. The eldest son, Hassan, 
degenerates into a brutal criminal once he 
can no longer leech off his family but he 
still maintains his geneiousness within his 
limited means. 

I couldn't help but feel sympathetic 
towards the daughter, Nefisa. With no 
beauty or family wealth, she cannot aiuact 
a husband which she so desperately 
craves. Her repressed desires lead to a 
series of dangerous games and finally her 
own tragic end. 

This book ends on a depressing note for 
more than one family member. But it does 
offer a very faint glimmer of hope for the 
future, for those members of the family 
willing to accept their position in society. 

I find it hard to recommend a book, that, 
for all that is readable, still washes me in 
melancholy. There is also almost certainly 
something lost in the translation — the 
language being more suited to a 'best 
seller' than to a Nobel Prize laureate. 
Nonetheless, it is still good 'wet holiday' 
reading. 

The Beginning and the End, by Naguib 
Mahfouz is available from Transworld 
Publishers. RRP $ 16.95. Originally published 
in Arabic in 1949, it was first published in 
Engli.sh in 1985. This publication — June 
18,1990. 

The Dunera Experience 
by'Karen Goodwin 

On the 10th July, 1940, the HMT 
Dunera set sail from England. On 
board were German, Austrian 

and Italian males who ranged from 16 to 
. 60 years of age. The British government 
had classified them as Nazi sympathisers, 
prisoners of war, or political and racial 
refugees. They had been deemed enemy 
aliens and were interned in camps 
throughout England. Australia agreed to 
accept the internees, placing them in 

camps at Hay, Orange and Tatura. In 
1942, those internees whose records had 
been cleared by the Home Office in 
Britain were declared eligible for release. 
Some of these men formed the Eighth 
Employment Company, a labour battalion 
contributing to the war effort. 

The Dunera Experience comprises 
artwork and memorabilia from the 
voyage, the three camps and the Eighth 
Employment Company. Among the items 
on display are pencil, pen and water 
colour sketches depicting life in the 
camps; instruments made in Hay; certifi

cates; letters; official documents and 
photographs. Artistic and cultural activity 
flourished in the camps and the labour 
corps, as is shown by the many magazine 
and camp news items, and the paraphernalia 
from concerts and performances such as 
the revue Sergeant Snow White in which 
"Sternberg's plot puts Snow White in a 
concentration camp because of the doubtful 
Aryan origins of her creators, the Brothers 
Grimm". The exhibition is mounted in a 
manner intended to evoke the surroundings 
of the internees. Partitioned timber huts 
represent the camps and amidst the display 
are placed several sets of headphones 

through which people may listen to 
recordings of internees' memories, stories 
and experiences. Each section of the 
exhibition is complemented by browsing 
material consisting of newspaper arucles 
and photostatsofminutesand memoranda 
from the AusU'alian Archives. A shorl 
audio-visual isahitlher source of information. 
The Dunera Experience provides 
comprehensive and interesting mlormauon 
about a period of Australian war history 
which until now has received little 
documentation. The exhibition is on display 
at The Jewish Museum of Australia until 
February, 1991. 
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GIVE ME A BREAK 
by Marlene Ryzman 

Simon Palomares, 
star and co-writer of 
Give Me a Break. 

G ive Me A Break is a one-man 
stage show written and performed 
by Simon Palomares (co-written 

and directed by Marc Gracie), at the 
Universal Theatre. 

Best known for Wogs Out Of Work and 
the Television series Acropolis Now, 
Palomares' performance in Give Me A 
Break is a blend of humour and good 
acting skills. His versatility is evident as 
he switches roles quicker than you can say 
"Lobino's Hot Dogs!". As Rocky Ixbino, 
the hot-dog seller who caters for yuppies, 
he deals humorously with the problems 
created by the recent Building Society 
collapse, which left depositors broke, but 
left the audience laughing. It's difficult 
enough to produce sustained comedy in a 
solo performance, but to deal wilh so 
many topical issues is an added bonus. 

Palomares brings to Ufe six characters, 
including a gay guy and a paper seller 
(zooming around the stage in an electric 
wheelchair) who says, "It's a miracle, he 
can walk!", when yet again another 
able-bodied member of the public parks 

in a 'disabled parking spot'. While 
Palomares' portrayal of Winsome, the 
'corporate superwoman' needs a little 
work, the other characters were well 
portrayed. Especially good was the 
youngster who arrived on stage on the 
back of his mother's bike. The family car 
was sold and Ihey ride a bike in the city 
with the trucks and buses "because it's 
healthy." 

The old vaudeville entertainer Bucks 
McGee topped off the show wilh his 
'come- back'. He reminisces about the 
good old days when he had a stab at the 
big time in the States, where he was billed 
as "Jazzman from Downunder". McGee's 
soft shoe shuffle and 'stilted' routine was 
appreciated by the audience. 

The show could have ended on a stronger 
note; the ideas expressed at the end were 
interesting and could have been used to 
greater effect, giving the show a better 
senseof cohesion, but as a whole Give Me 
A Break will give you a good laugh. 

Give MeABreakis playing at the Universal 
Theatre, Victoria St, Fitzroy; from OCL3 
(Tuesday to Saturday at 8pm, Friday and 
Saturday at 10.30pm). 

fcy Sieve Felstead 

You saw the show, you loved it. 
Thanks for coming. You helped 
make Sex, Flies and Stickylape 

the most successful revue in years. "But", 
we hear your cry as those evil seat-busters 
beat mercilessly at your door, what next? 
Well those madcap masters of mirth, those 
fabulous party-hard dudes, those wacky-
zany revue kids aren't resting on their 
laurels (just recovering from two weeks of 
relentless revue hoe-downs). 
The good news — strike diat, the great 
news is that the Monash Players party is 
getting bigger and funnier (and funnier) 
and you're invited. That's right! To build 
on the mega-success of this year's 
Monash Uni Revue, Monash players is 
proud to announce its most ambitious 
theatrical project yet — a Sci-fi comedy 
spectacular to be staged at the Alexander 
Theatre in April/May of next year. 

But why Science fiction? Because it's 
about time we saw some real Sci-fi on 
stage. None of this roller skating, all sing
ing-all dancing Andrew Lloyd-Webber 
stuff. None of this bring grandma, 
grandpa, kids and pets, cuddly-wuddly 
Walt Disney shit, no way gang — we're 
talking hard-core concepts and worlds 
that Steven Spielberg on acid wouldn't 
even think of. We're talking fiill-on cos
tumes, a big sound, characters with at-
tiuides and enough romance to make sure 
you wanna bring someone you love. This 
is going to be one big roller-coaster, and 
you can make it bigger. No, really! If 
you've got concepts, if you wanna act, 
make sound, create worlds, conceive crea
tures, design costumers; if you wanna 
walkaway from this, saying "I helped spin 

people right out", and meet mudbaths full 
of people to love along the way, then join 
:ie team that brought you Sex, Flies and 

Stickylape. 

Be at Arts and Crafts studio 2, at 1.00 p.m. 
on Thursday 18th October for our first 
pre-production workshop. 

It's time to be a space-cadet! 

Thursday 18th October — Arts & 

Crafts, Studio 2 

1.00 pm. 

Sex, Flies 
and What 

Next? 

FREE 
Styling 

ByShaie Paterson 

Free Styling is the latest offering from the 
Danceworlis company. 

Consisting of four separate pieces, 
Free Styling is an intermingling 
of new wave dance, based on free 

movement, with the latest in high-
tech/ambient music. 

The first piece was titled "Clubbing", and 
supposedly embodied die latest in rhythms 
and routines seen on the dancefloor. Much 
of it, however, was bland and unimaginadve 
and unlike many of Uie quirky, faddish 
dances usually wimessed in clubs. 

The second section, "A Coupla' Slipped 
Discs" was a refreshing change of pace. 
Performances of popular dance tracks 
such as "Tainted Love" were sung in a 
foreign language by Andree Greenwell, 
who had a powerful resonant voice. 

Greenwell mentioned on 3RRR that, as 
pop songs are usually "owned" by the 
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• W/c/cy Fletcher In • 
Freestyling, a recent 
Danceworks 
production. 

English speaking world, there is an irony 
in translating diem into different languages. 

The third piece was called "Three Wings", 
which followed the theme of mysticism, 
moving ftom ambience to a faster, jumpier 
rhythm. 

The final dance was tided "Second Sight". 
The ideas behind the choreography were 
drawn firam a new resident's reaction to 
Melbourne. Helen Herbertson said diat 
the dance was to reflect Melbourne "fi'om 
the beauty and calm of the walkers and 
swans around Albert Park Lake to the 
complexity, pace and easy 'good times' 
that the city has to offer". 

Her interpretation of this into dance was a 
novel and entertaining way to view one's 
own city. 

Danceworks next production. Alive and 
Kicking will be held from November 14 
to 17,1990. For further details, phone 696 
1702. 
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The Good. The Bad and The Ugl 
C O p r i C O r n i Q ATfineMXPUBpeaem 'POOSem 

Capricomia from the novel by Xavier 
Herbert adapted by Louis Nowra. 
Presented by the Melbourne Theatre 
Company at The Playhouse, Victorian 
Arts Centre. 

B y Marlene Ryzman 

In Louis Nowra's own words,"The 
essential ingredient of the adaption 
has always been Norman's journey 

up to the top end of Australia into a world 
that is to alter completely the vision of the 
world he once had." 

Indeed, as the action unfolds, we follow 
Norman Shillingsworth's (played by 
Bradley Byquar) unwilling discovery of 
his own identity. Norman becomes 
"No- name", which suggests that although 
his illusions have been stripped away 
from him and he attempts to embrace his 
true culture, this is not easily acquired. 

The hypocrisy of the "categories" into 
which the characters are divided including 
white, black and half-caste is highlighted 
by the fact that the main character, Norman, 
is considered by himself and by society to 
be "while" because his origin is supposedly 
"Eurasian" rather than Aboriginal ("He's 
not a black man. His mother was a 

Javanese princess.").His own attitude 
toward Aboriginals is difficult to understand 

Byquar's performance is extremely emotive, 
from his initial portrayal of Norman as an 
arrogant traveller to his final passionate 
moments on stage when he is filled with 
agony. He was perhaps a little too dramatic 
at times, especially when he discovered he 
was "No-name"(which means "dingo" in 
Norman's mother tongue) and sprayed 
forth that he felt like a dog. 

All the cast conttibute to the success of 
Capricomia, but the real highlight is 
Lydia Miller's brilliant performance of 
half-caste Tocky O'Cannon, a role which 
she has played many limes before. Her 
vibrance, humour and excellent acting 
skills bring this character vividly to life as 
she twirls her way through three acts. 
Although the play was long (three and a 
quarter hours), on the night that I attended, 
the audience's interest was sustained 
throughout 

(See OvJTOoraia at The Playhouse, Vctorian 
Arts Centre, 6 to 27 October, Mondays at 
6.30pm, Tuesdays to Fridays at 7.30pm 
and Saturdays at 2.00pm and 7.30pm. All 

. enquiries: 654 4000). 

A scene from Graham 
Henderson's Meat, 
playing at La Mama 
until October 14th. 

Paul Johnson 

Fire 

F ire is a one act play written by 
G r a h a m Henderson , the 
playwright in residence at La 

Mama Theatre in Carlton. 

Jane Refshauge who performs the solo 
role in this stormy and inuiguing play of 
grief schizophrenia and guilt, must contend 
with the difficulties of main'aining the 
attention of a roomful of people for an 
hour, whilst acting a challenging and difficult 
pan on a spartan stage. Both of these tasks 
she handles with aplomb. 

The script by Graham Henderson is 
deliberately emotive, because it creates an 
atmosphere of tension through the 
hysteria and energy of the woman on stage 
who releases and purges herself of her 
feelings. Although expletives used within 
the script arc at times evocative, they .seem 
unnecessary, because Ihcy do not increase 
the dramatic power of the play. 

The issues which this play raises, with its 
brooding symbolism, reveal many of the 
difficulties experienced by people in 
responding to personal guiU, or questions 
of self identity and the pa.st the bewilderment 

with the world, which underUne the torment 
of human existence. 

Meat 

At times, this second of Graham 
Henderson's two one act plays is brilliantly 
funny. The vision of a human freak vomiting 
up huge slivers of razor sharp glass and 
then discussing each piece in almost fond 
terms, is ridiculous to the point of farce. 

The black metaphor which recoils against 
the audience however, is one of our own 
grizzly fascination with blood and pain, 
and our cruel tendency to rationalise and 
diminish tlie sufferings of others. 

The audience often laughed, uncomfortably, 
at the pathetic figure presented by David 
Branson who played the title role of 
Meal, and who related the suffering 
caused by each splinter of glass to a person 
or girlfriend who had left him or caused 
him grief. 

The anguish, loneliness and helplessness 
of this freak who felt pain, presented a 
tragic and sobering image of a person 
reduced to an object. 

Fire and Meat opened together on Wednesday 
26th September and will play until Sunday 
October 14th. 

fey Luke Harris 

Watching T.V. these days, 1 feel increasingly that 1 am skipping along above 
something strange and unknown, a mulli-channel creature feeding on our lost time 
— one moment disguised as the sheer unalloyed quality of the Dolly Parton 

show, the next reading the news with Brian, and then a leap around the world to manifest 
itself as Bryant, Deborah, Joe, Faith and Willard the "wacky weatherman'. Clive James 
U'cats television as a big circus, all colour and no depUi, but there must be more to it than 
that, some dark and seductive logic, a beating heart kept hale by a billion softly glowing 
cathode-ray tubes. It's hypnotism minus the magician, education without the pain, ffiumph 
free of struggle, death on a flat screen, love in every home, an adviser, liar, joker, villain 
or entertainer. 

Actually, I've been looking for patterns on TV this week and not finding them, so this 
article could well be bullshit or a new field for the application of the chaos theory. 

Sec Hinch smile. Hinch has a current affairs show. Hinch is the defender of the good, enemy 
of the unrighteous. Watch Hinch's beard. It is actually a parasitic alien life form. See 
Hinch's lips move: is this another one for the sludge file? No, Hinch is presenting John 
Famham's latest single. We were wrong. Hinch is a musical expert, a really cool dude. See 
Hinch smile again. Change channels, as you are nearing a lethal dosage of the 'best current 
affairs' show on television. 

'Let die Blood Run Free' on Ten, a sort of 'The Young Ones' meet flic 'Texas Chainsaw 
Massacre' in a hospital. No-one watches Channel Ten on purpose, so the only time you'll 
see this epic of subde understatement is when your remote control malfunctions. You gel to 
vote for the hfc or death of the characters but frustratingly they keep reappearing. You 
thought you could kill the entire cast in a few weeks, but the rules arc rigged in this twilight 
zone of televisual terror. Maybe they could screen another Mark Mitchell pilot instead. On 
second thoughts maybe they could merge Channel 10 with Mark. 

On a more aesthetic note, the Tennis is here to stay for the next four months. Some watch 
for the passing shots of Stefan Edberg, or the iheauical grunts of Monica Seles, but I'm 
more interested in court colour schemes. At the moment they're playing on navy blue with 
a sky blue trim. Some of the players' clodies are clashing dreadfully. Thank goodness Andie 
Agassi isn't here. 

All that talk about rebound Ace for the Austmlian Open and no-one suggested any 
avant-garde colours, just boring old green and that awful yellow ball. The clay courts are 
a little more dramatic, but the players get so dirty that you can't see them unless they smile, 
or abuse an umpire. 

Steve Vizard and his hyper audience, where die secret of success is repetition, the secret 
of success is repetition . . . . Try taking the news seriously after Sieve's just made a joke 
about Jennifer's chest Thrill to the tales of Jen's weekend learning how to use the 
microwave. Grind your teeth as the Count hams it up, or the drum rolls,or thecrowdshrieks 
or the mother faxa disgorges another piece of w i t . . . dream of Seven reasons to watchS 
Robbo instead, change channels. You didn't have to do that, (but it was worth it). 

Baywatch. It says it all. Bay=Bcach, surf, sun, curvaceous bodies, lifesavers, and 
Watch=voyeurism, looking at tight swimsuits, a world where men are men and women are 
decorations. It truly brings back the mammaries; I mean thcmemoriesof summer. Imagine, 
a show where the characters don't need an excuse to take off most of their cloUies. 

The biggest star on Australia TV at the moment is a glove puppet This is indicative o( 
something, but I'm not sure what j 

America's Funniest People — this is an obvious contradication in terms. Americans are 
only funny if diey're being paid, and these guys are doing it for free, ergo, it will be full 
of extremely literal sight-gags, incredibly ugly sixty year olds doing tricks without their, 
dentures and live canned laughter from a canned live audience (or something). 
Quickly, the techno-dazzle of Beyond 2000, Pain as humour widi Graham Kennedy, the best 
of the bizarre with Eat Carpet and die pastel ponces of 21 Jump Suect, it goes on forever, 
all day and all night, from Szechuan toSwitzerland. Books flutter unheeded on their shelves 
for now the photon rules all. 
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The i.2.3.Ef3n War 
Directed by John Frankenheimer Starring 
Roy Scheider, Jurgen Prochnow, Harry 
Dean Stanton 

by Yvonne Murdoch 

As open season on the Vietnam War 
slowlywindsdownin Hollywood, 
John Frankenheimer, director of 

The Iceman Comelh. French Connection 
It and Dead Bang, has come up with the 
next setting for his display of ersatz 
fireworks and special effects. The Fourth 
Wurtakesplaceon the WcstGenrianA^zech 
border during Glasnost, and follows the 
personal grudge- match between Vietnam 
leftover Jack Knowles (Roy Scheider) and 
N,A. Valachev (Jurgen Prochnow), a Rus
sian veteran of Afghanistan. In the midst 
of their escalating hysteria appear the 
stock celluloid war figures: the nostalgic, 
whee/ing old General (Hairy Dean Stanton), 
the young, up-startish, arse- licking West 
Point Lt Colonel (Tim Reid), and, of 
course, the beautiful political refugee 
(Lara Harris) seeking manly assistance to 
retrieve her child from across the border. 

As allegorical representatives of their 
respective superpowers, the characters 
Knowles and Valachev do quite well; they 
display the childish tantrums, bully tactics 
and little boy antics for which grown men 
and 'civilised' nations are renown. As 
thcirdesire to out-Rambo each other escalates, 
so does their obsessiveness. What begins 
as mere showing off becomes the intention 
to out- aggravate, out-humiliate and finally 
to kill each other, regardless of the physical, 
personal or military costs. The Fourth 
War is not a battle between good and evil, 
it's a neck-and-neck race between loopy 
and loopier. 

Credit where credit is due - it's a nice try. 
The cinematography and scenery are im
pressive, the care taken to be technically 
authentic is laudable, and Roy Scheider's 
squint packs a punch. Still, it is well nigh 
impossible to make an antiwar tilm using 
such a standard 'war film' formula as The 
Fourth War does. The result is a messy, 
ambivalent sequence of piercing eye- ex
change, stunts, explosions and jargon left
over from Vietnam. 

' Martin and Gary Kemp star as the Kray Brothers. 

The Krays 

Roy Schneider as General Jack Knowles fighting 
with General Volachev, played by Jurgen Prochnow. 

The Krays were twm brothers who 
controlled a large hunk of 
London's underworld (not under

ground) during the late sixties. These boys 
were not nice, and are portrayed by Martin 
and Gary Kemp (those well-known boys 
from "Spandau Ballet"), who are nice. 

You might think that to portray the vKious, 
violent and nasty Krays would take some 
powerful acting, but I'm sorry to tell you 
that the Kemp boys just don't have the 

! juice. They do all the hotrible, violent 
things that die Krays did, but they just 

! don't convince. The film focuses on family 
relationships and the Krays' devotion to 
their mum, and this is the area of the 
Kiays' lives that the producers seem to 
have fell was the most important. The 
unfortunate result is that the Kemps come 
across as a couple nancy-boys who happen 
to like hurting people they don't like. 'Hie 
real Krays must have further dimensions 
which the film fails to explore. 

Billie Whitelaw (who plays Violet, the 
Krays' mother) puts in an outstanding 

perfonnance.andlfound myself sympathising 
with her as her two favourite boys slowly 
turn into thugs and hoodlums. The Kray 
home was the gang's base of operations, 
and Violet Kray pretended that her boys 
were successful businessmen, as their 
snappy cloUies and fancy cars would have 
people think. But we all know that Violet 
knew her boys were cnxAs, and was suffering 
inside. 

The Krays' demise is now legend, and 
basically, it was a dual act of vindictive 
stupidity. This made me wonder how 
Uicse two psychopathic misfits ever rose 
to the heights diey were supposed to have 
gained in the world of crime. Their 
dominance lasted more than a few years 
and they controlled large amounts of 
London's nightclub scene. At the same 
time, they courted prominent persons 
from the worlds of politics, showbusi-
ness,and royalty.The problem with the 
film is that it largely ignores the Krays' 
social life and doesn't allow the Kemps to 
really fill out the characters that they 
struggle to portray. I'd wait, and watch it 
on video if I were you. 

A Discreet Charm 
Having fmally got their hands on three 
brand new prints of Louis Bunuel's 
masterfijl dalliances in social satire and 
surrealist self-mockery, the Valhalla and 
Brighton Bay Cinemas have joined forces 
to present what they are calling The 
fiufluWCo/fec/fon. The program includes 
The Discreet Charm of the Bourgeoisie 
(1972), The Phantom of Liberte (1974), 
and That Obscure Object of Desire 
(1977),constituting the Spanish director's 
final body of work. 

Superficiality and artiface thrive in 
Bunuel's middle-class reveries of French 
cultivation and social niceties gone 
wrong, but never more exquisitely than in 
The Discreet Charm.... An assorted group 
of personalities, including a corrupt 
ambassador from the little-known South 
American country of "Miranda", an 
upwardly-mobile yet ridiculously 
accommodating couple whose sex drive 
almost but not quite overthrows their 
primary love - hosting dinner parties, an 
elder statesman, his wayward wife and her 
perpetually tipsy sister spend most of their 
time eating, drinking and being unbelievably 
but hilariously empty. As with most 
Bunuel films, however, there is a sinister 
flip side which operates on the level of 
unconscious dream imagery. This is where 
the fears, prejudices and petty comiptions of 
the characters finally surface. Take for 
instance the comic yet telling dream of tlie 
ambassador (played with infmats skill by 
Lol'i Wij'e Thursday October l l lh , 

Fernando Key), who imagines himsell the 
target of a terrorist attack while attending 
a friend's dinner party. All the other 
guests are lined up and shot - he takes 
refuge under the table. With his life in 
extreme danger, the bourgeois ambas
sador gingeriy pokes his hand out from 
under the ctoth to seize a helping of succulent 
roast beef. SubsequenUy, he spied and 
assasinated and finally wakes up. This 
man'sconcemsare so selfishly immediate 
that he forgets his life in order lo satisfy 
his stomach. 

This film sets a blistering pace for the 

viewer. The characters are perpetually 
entering and exiting space, and because of 
this spend the majority of a scene either 
greeting one another and making themselves 
comfortable in a new environment (ie 
taking off coats, smoothing hair and gaiments, 
finding a place to sit, getting a drink and 
taking up an appropriate stance) or, 
conversely, offering their farewells (ie 
putting on their coats, shaking hands with 
the hosts, calling chauffeurs and holding 
open the doors of houses, restaurants and 
cars). In this way there is a deliberate 
focus on the trivial and on meaningless 
exchanges of dialogue. Interwoven into 

this fabric are scenes which depict the six 
main characters walking along a deserted 
stretch of road. Periodically, Bunucl takes 
the audience back [o this sequence, and 
each time there are no dramatic changes. 
An eerie feeling descends as the group 
quite gleehilly presses forwards and, although 
they never actually get anywhere, they 
seem blissfully unaware of any stagnation. 
These middle-class people are not 
frightened of a fate which to us seems 
horrific. In die final analysis, they are 
shown to gorge themselves on triviality 
and banality, just like the household slug 
is attracted to a poisonous pelleL 

Fernando Rey as Ambassador in The Discreet charm of the Bourgeoise. i 
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» Kerry Fox as Janet in the new release An Angel 
at my Table. 

An Angel at My Table 

by Alexis Diamond 

This is the film to see at the moment! 
From the opening shot which gives 
it an intimate home-movie feel 

Janet Campion (Director) presents a 
wonderful biography of the New Zealand 
writer Jane Frame. Originally intended for 
television, the transition to film has 
definitely been worthwhile. 

In line with its original format for 
television An<4R;e/a( my Table is divided 
into three sections: To the Is-Land, Angel 
at My Table and Envoy from Minor City. 
Collectively the three sections create a 
vivid, and at times painfully realistic, account 
of Frame's quite tragic institution for 
schizophrenia, later found to be a 
misdiagnosis. There are moments of 
satisfaction in Frame's life, including the 
publishing of her writings and a brief 
romantic interlude. 

The three sections present Frame as a 
child (Alexia Keogh), as a teenager 
(Karen Fergusson) and as an adult (Kerry 
Fox) and with three actress changes there 
is a remarkable sense of continuity and a 
particularly find performance by Kerry 
Fox. To add to the performances there are 
also brilliant backdrops of New ZeaLand, 
London and Spain. 

An Angel at my Table was voted the best 
film in the 1990 Sydney Film Festival and 
is a product of the director of the 
internationally successful Sweetie. It 
has also been endorsed by the still alive 
Frame and so that is absolutely no reason 
not to see this film. 

Showing: Brighton Bay and Longford 
from Friday, 21st September. 

Reunion 
fly Gaye Gadsden 

The rise of Nazi Germany continues 
to be a favourite theme for 
filmmakers. Jerry Schalzberg's 

Reunion from the screenplay by Harold 
Pinter provides a deep insight into the 
personal tragedies of both the persecutors 
and the persecuted. 

The unlikely union between two schoolboys 
of very different backgrounds is the 
central story in the movie. As outcasts in 
the class of '32, Hans (Christian Anhalt) 
and Konrad (Samuel West) seek one 
anothers' companionship. Both are 
angered by their families' reactions. 
Hans' father, a well-reputed doctor is 
humbled by Konrad's aristocratic 
presence in his home, while Konrad's 
anti-Semitic parents refer to Hans as the 
"bolshevik Jewish devil.' 

As they share their mutual adolescent inleiesis 
in coins, girls and love of the German 
countryside, Bruno de Keyzer 's 
photographic talent comes to the fore. The 
captivating beauty and charm of the Black 

Forest Stuttgart area, coupled with the 
lively melodies of a German brass band, 
provide a perfect backdrop for the boys' 
adventure. 

After summer holidays abroad, the boys 
return to find their beloved Germany 
undergoing a rapid transformation. A 
Nazi has replaced their former teacher 
and the entire class salutes the swastika, 
with the exception of Hans. His isolation 
is increased as Konrad's once liberal mind 
is swayed by the bigotry of his parents. 

A second angle frames the events of the 
1930's. Hans, now played by Jason 
Robards retumMO Stuttgart, 57 years later 
to seek out his old friend, Konrad. 

Mystery and sentimental combine in this 
gentle, thought-provoking film. My only 
criticism is the use of English dialogue, as 
without subtitles some of die rich German 
flavour created through the music, cos
tumes, and imagery is lost 

However, well worth viewing at the 
Longford Cinema, 59 Toorak Road, South 
Yarra. 

^Murdercycle" 
Box the Jesuit 

by Helen Back 

m « ox the Jesuit is slang for mastur-
M-^ bation. This Sydney six piece-

M-M band are not wankers. 
Murdercycle is their third album and 
signals a more hstener-friendly approach. 
Their last album Punch out that Looney 
Snappy Tune was a dark morass of guitar 
noise. Box the Jesuit still retain some of 
the freakishness to Uieir sound but they 
have diversified considerably. 

The malnourished acoustic sweetness 
of the present single "Angle Rame" 
shows their songwriting potential in 
its most accessible form and quickly 
lures the ready ear into an apprecia
tion of more traditional Box the Jesuit 

tunes. Susie Beauchamp on the wait
ing violin adds an extra dimension to 
the guitars as do the enigmatic vocals 
of Goose and the add i t ion of a 
sampler. 

Electric threads are drawn together 
with a strength of songwriting that 
takes Box the Jesuit from African 
Rhythms through acoustic and pop to 
crossover grunge metal. Box the Jesuit 
are making a definite appeal for your 
ears. Tracks like "Whore Me", and 
"Mystic Mule Moans" reflect a 
macabre side to the band that perhaps 
explains their cult status. A curious 
mix of driving rhythm, demented 
playing and talented songsmithing 
makes for a worth while listen. 

^Blank Generations 
ichard Hell and the Voidoids 

7J 

by Helen Back 

The Great American Punk Legacy: 
the retarded clothes, the spiky hair, 
the make up, the silly voices. Try 

10 imagine someone taking die piss right 
out of that whole scene. They would look 
and sound exactly like Richard Hell and 
the Voidoids. 

This, however, is no piss-take, it is the 
real thing. Richard Hell was a founding 
member of Television and a co-owner 
of CBGB's in New York. He's the real 
thing, punk grandfather and all. This 
CD is a retrospective re-release. The 
whole album was an original from 
1977. 

It would be too easy to praise the parts 

of Richard Hell for his place in his
tory, and that of this record. It would 
also be too easy to shitpan the whole 
thing, but if we forget the history and 
look at the music, we find what we 
always find in punk docunrents; an 
analysis of a scene that we can't un
derstand. A statement of personal 
condition and a cry for having fun and 
freedom. Thafs timeless stuff, what 
rock 'n ' roll is all about. The music is 
slightly dated, the early Romanes meet 
early Talking Heads. 

Richard Hell and the Voidoids — 
Blank Generation is available on C D . 
only, and is as worthwhile pieceof the 
past that still contained much validity 
and remember that music ain't like 
fruit, good stuff doesn't go off. 

Jrick by Brick" 
iggyPop 

by Ned McDonald 

We know who Iggy Pop is, voted 
man least likely to survive die 
70"s in the Rolling Stone 

readers' poll. Iggy Pop has done itall from 
the stooges, to three piece suits and sleeping 
with David Bowie. Here we find Iggy on 
his umpteenth vinyl outing. 

Iggt/ Pop takes a step back from his 
past and examines his future and 
present conditions in an intelligent 
fashion. Hestill maintains much of his 
"don't fuck with me" toughness, but 
it is interspersed with more "what am 
1 doing here?", "Where am 1 going?". 
This balances out Brick by Brick a lot 
more than previous sole effort by Mr 
Pop. 

John Hiatt appears. Slash and Duff 
from Guns and Roses appear. Slash 
helps write one turn ("My Baby Wants 
to Rock n' Roll"), and B-52 Kate Pierson 
flies in to provide a vocal duet on the 

second single '"Candy". One thing you 
should realise about Brick by Brick is 
that it is fourteen songs; this gives Mr 
Pop enough time to thoroughly flesh 
out his ideas and present variations 
that will challenge even the most ex
pectant lister. 

Last year's solo album Instinct was 
brushed under too much guitar. Iggy 
Pop doesn't repeat that mistake, he 
rocks out in "But Town or Home", yet 
the haunting "Candy" or the poignan
cy of "'Crap Out", "Main Street Eyes'" 
or the title track show Iggy Pop at his 
best, able to capture and explain fleet
ing moods and ideas. 

I'm building a house where the tveak are 
strong 

I'm building a house with a real song 
I'm using a faith that is immortal 

I'm building it with simplicity. 
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"Crashland" 
Crashland 

"Happiness" 
the Beloved 

by Gavin Bongstar {Public enemy number 
one) 

Who said you can't judge an 
album by its cover? You can 
certainly do so with 

Crashland's self-title album. The cover 
art by Marie Morte depicts Ihe four members 
of the band in a hellish, chaotic mess with 
Lyn Gordon (the main vocalist) grasping 
a microphone shaped like a handgun, 
while the other three band members look 
on, sneering. Their music might not be as 
boisterous as the picture suggests but it 
has an avant-garde, underground, 
hardrock blues sound. Pretty impressive, 
eh!! 

This raw neoteric Melbourne band is 
causing a bit of stir and that is justified by 
thcalbum'squahty and variety. One of the 
most outstanding features of the band is 
Lyn Gordon's impressive vocal range. 

squeals, whines, and drawls menacingly. 

Their cover of My Favourite Things from 
the mu.<;ical The Sound of Music probably 
had Rodgers & Hammerstein rolling in 
their coffins. The full spectrum of 
Gordon's voice is showcased in John Lee 
Hooker's Boom Boom, as she groans 
suggestively through the sejiual lyrics — 
"/ like Ihe way you walkll like the way you 
talkJand when you walk thai waikiandyou 
talk that talk . . ."— and climaxes at the 
end of the song with a slow release of air 
from her lungs. Theother prominent tracks 
are the clever The Galvanised Garden of 
Inner Peace, the blasphemous Plastic 
Jesus, and the jaunty sound of Cherry 
Bomb. 

A fine local release indeed. You should 
make it one of your favourite things. So, 
let us all pack our bags and make our way 

by Gavin Bong 

Throughout the album she purrs, shrieks, to Crashland!! 

"Mindless" 
Thrust 

... welcome to the world 

...saints and sinners 

welcome a l l . . . " 

In their own words (taken fiom their 
single "Hello", this acclamation sets 
up the appropriate beginning for me to 

welcome you all the rapturous world of 
the beloved. This new indie sensation 
from UK are made up of Jon Marsh 
(vocalist) and Steve Waddington. 
They've been described as sensuous (see 
their "Hello" and "Time After Time" 
videos), hypnotic, post-ecstasy and New 
Age hippies. 

Their blend of dance music is a hybrid of 
the sounds of Erasure, New Order, 
ambient house and commercial pop. The 
Erasure influence is not surprising since, 
lately, DJ John Marsh has been remixing 
Erasure and even Depech Mode material. 
Overall, there's enough variety in this 

album (straight dance tunes to guitar-
layered grooves) to hold your attention. 

The album highlights are as foUows:-

Side One — It kicks off with the exceed
ingly popular "Hello" — with John 
Marsh's sonorous voice intertwined with 
the house beat Its lyrics are in die mould 
of Billy Joel's "We Didn't Start the Fire", 
"Time After Time" with its infectious 
rework on "You've got a friend" theme. 
(This is a gem!). 

Side Two—"The Sun Rising" is ambient 
house at its best. "Wake Up Soon" has a 
very Manchester-ish sound with its 
1 uscious guitar, piano and violin. "Up and 
Up Away" commands a beat that will send 
your pulse rate sky-high. 

Finally, if you haven't had a chance to 
listen toihe belovedyet, then music hasn't 
entered your life. 

Highly recommended. 

/ Sparticus 
by Helen Back 

r hrust are an Australian three piece 
band. They have a very strong rock 
' n ' roll sound. Hailing from 

Queensland, these three lads blast off in 
front of their Marshall slacks. Mindless" 
is a fourteen track album that makes a 
good first of showcasing what Thrust are 
all about. 

Right from the open ing track, 
"Closer", one thing is clear, these 
chaps like it loud and fast. Songs 
about life, the little things that drive 

Thrust to guitar-virrenching life. In the 
t rad i t ion of the Hard Ons this 
threesome are right up there in 
Australian puidcs in pubs. 

A spark l ing produc t ion by Rob 
Younger and Tim Pittman brings out 
the best in the tracks focusing on the 
shrieking guitar, rumbling bass and 
backbeat that really kicks. Clever, 
hooky songwriting is clearly sfruchired 
and designed to make you jump. If 
you had to explain rock 'n' roll to a 
Martian simply whip out Mindless by 
Thrust. The name says it all, who 
needs a reason to rock out. 

Another Australian band I Sparticus 
are a three piece Sydney outfit. A 
gothic sound is the desired effect 

as they conjure up the sort of dark visions 
and feels that one associates with the 
Sisters of Mercy. 

An unusual, rhythmic feel provided by a 
drum machine gives a rich texture to the 
piano and lush guitars. Morbid vocals 
about sleeping forever and cold blood. 
Not wholly gothic, / Sparticus carry off a 
variety of talented variations. Certainly 
the ballad "She has no tears" is an emotive 
highUght. 

Singles , Singles, Sing. 

by Ned MacDonaid 

Pray TV. — "Spent 1 She Fell" 

GROOVY wall of distorted guitar, 
mournful lyrics. Local job that smacks 
of world class. Very strong B side, 
slightly poppier, but nevertheless 
fuzz drenched slow vein. 
The Philistines 

FOUR tracks on impor t from 
America. Maniac Go's inspired rock
ers that pull no punches. Heaps of 
guitar organ harmonies and psycho 
attitude. Expensive but worth it. Un
usual brown vinyl. 

Iggy Pop — "Home" 

THE Pop's back, after the average in
stinct a lbum the " H o m e " single 
shows some promise. Angst and 
maturity and some shrieking music. 
"Lust for life", the B side, is also quite 
a treat. 

Have a Nice Day — "Fill Me Up/Jen
nifer" 

UNDERPRODUCED female on one > 
side with a rollicking pop tune. Well 
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produced mate on the other with a 
more thoughtful pop tune, guitar 
based good time. 

Hellmenn — "Anyone/Possums" 

POPPY, none-too-serious, good time. 
A side. Maniac rocking B side. Makes 
for a nice duality. Sydne / s premier 
rockers have done it again. This 
time with harmonies . 

Headcoats — "Earl of Suave" 

TIGHT, underproduced, sparse mega 
60's style rocker. Debonair vocals and 
simple instrumentation. Grower. 

Pixies — "Velourin " 

THE t rademark mix of buzzsaw 
guitar and strange harmonies aug
ments the pounding rhythm and 
masterful vocals. Pisser of a B side. 

]effDahl Group — "I'm in Love with 
the GTO's" 

MONSTER rocker from the former 
Angry Samoan killer riff and punchy 

^ delivery makes for three minutes of 
headshakin'. "Beersoaked", B side 
1990, page 26 

balance is a nice one. 

Crashland — "Boom Boom" 

RANCID technopop. Good voice, 
poor song. Cool stamper of A, B side 
that is fairly direct and draws on Des
cartes (the philosopher) and some 
heavy beat. 

The Bird Dissolves — "Tommy 
Truheart" 

HORROR visions from Brunswick 
Street. Shocking and compelling. Well 
arranged and produced. B side is a 
hardshot. Excellent single guitar-
soaked alternative stuff. 

Dubrovniks — "She Got No Love" 

FAIRLY good cult rip-off. Heaps of 
power, fails to go real far. 

The Benedicts — "Shout Me 
Down/Pray for You" 

SYDNEY'S most outstanding soft pop 
band debut with two sides of sen
sitivity. Essential listening. Acoustic 
guitars set the pace and the rest is just 
heaven. 

Escapist music / Sparticus manage to 
carry you off on prancing steeds to a land 
of sorrow, candles, castles and made-up 
faces. When they return the willing 
Uavellcr from this land of lush textures, 
the real sorrow sets in. A style that few 
Australian bands attempt, and ever fewer 
conquer. / Sparticus make for a break 
fromnxk 'n' roU. 

Two B^cks in a beautiful cover, a great 
package dripping with production, 
presentations and style; perhaps this is one 
of the greats. 

"The Hit List" 
Joanjett 

by Ned Macdonald 

Remember "I Love Rock 'n' Roll" 
and you rememberyoan Jell. The 
lady with the leather trunks and 

the young boy habit. Her latest piece of 
vinyl (that she isn't wearing) comprises 
Joan and her band reworking some of her 
favourites tunes. 

It is interesting to hear a contem
porary reworking of some tracks from 
way back. It is also interesting to get a 
different voice on male dominated 
rock tracks. The fun stops there. "Dirty 

Deeds", "Pretty Vacant", "Love Me 
Two Times", "Roadrunner" get an 
airing along with six others including 
ZZ Top's 'Tush". 

Joan Jett sets about making some 
damn fine music almost unlistcnable. 
Totally bland production with a searing 
over-emphasis on the vocal delivery 
ruins the hit list. 

The covers at tempted are pretty 
adventurous and some fail more 
spectacularly than others, notably the 
lack of energy and direction of "Pretty 
Vacant" and the bo redom of 
"Roadrunner". Stick to originals. 

i 

I 
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Libs lack relevance 

Dear Lot's, 
The collection of retaliatory letters 

from the Liberal Club in the last issue 
— Messrs Norton, James and Carter 
— perfectly exemplifies the Liberals' 
complete inadequacy by not even 
keeping something as simple as a let
ter relevant to the issues at hand — 
much like the Liberal Club generally. 

Let's start with that startling ig-
noramous, Ben Carter, who is himself 
apparently, completely ignorant of 
what happened. "Those of us who in
habit the real world" know that he is 
definitely not in that world if he's still 
whingeing about the RO's decisions. 

Next, Mr Norton spoke of the res
toration of Rosengarten and Jones "to 
their proper place", and of a right to 
publicly question and oppose the RO. 
Firstly, Rosengarten and Jones were 
put in their proper place by the RO on 
August 31: they were kicked out of the 
election! Secondly, the RO should be 
respected in the same way as a cricket 
umpire's decisions should be 
respected. The RO was not blatantly 
biased, as Norton and Carter think; he 
ruled on technicalities; Therefore 
there are no grounds for the Liberals' 
moronic protestations. 

To take a swipe at Mr James: the 
Liberal Club is a collection of sore 
losers, not because they constantly 
whinge but because the Liberal hierar
chy is full of born losers. 

Finally, all the points they raise 
against Catherine Dunlop, among 
others; What has her spelling got to do 
with the Liberals' pathetic election per
formance? Or Daniel Clough's ap
parent "motherhood statements" — 
what does this mean, Ben? 

If the Liberal Club is our political 
flagship, then I call for a mutiny. Mr 
Christian, to the bridge! 

Robert Ctiaperon Arts 2 
•CiitifCfCc 
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Time Out, Andrew 

Dear Lot's 

On behalf of the "Friends of Mark 
Schumacher" Club, we would like to 
say that we're flattered by the attention 
of the Liberal cronies in the last Lot's 
Wife. 

Chris James, who must have taken 
time out from reading his thesaurus, 
asserted that the Libs' pamphlet dis
tributed during election week was 
shown to the RO for approval. Yes, 
Chris, but you fail to mention that the 
approval was not gained. In fact, Mark 

gave express warning that publicatron 
of this material may lead to dis
qualification. 

Chris also challenged me to reveal 
the names of those in the Liberal Club 
who feel that Chris Jones and Alan 
Rosengarten acied in an immature 
manner during election week. Well 
Chris, I am not, nor ever will be, a 
member of the Liberal Club. If you 
can't see the intelligent people in your 
own Club, it's not my problem. How
ever, if you feel like naming the ALP 
candidates who disagree with Mark's 
performance, feel free! 

Andrew Norton took time out from 
his busy campaign of purging inde
pendent thinkers from the Liberal 
Club. How pedantic of Andrew in his 
seventh year at Monash to con-ect a 
spelling mistake. May I just point out, 
incidentally, that Annemarie Mitchell's 
name does include an "e". Liberal 
Club press Releases should be 
checked for such errors, but I'll forgive 
you this time. 

Love, 
Catherine Dunlop 

•bitifCcii 

Deluxe Driving School 

Fast, successful results 
with the "A" TEAM OF EXPERTS 

4 LESSONS $10.50 EACH 
For total beginners only on 

presentation of this advertisement 

Phone: 

569 9647 Anytime 

KARINA PEURA B.EC, CPA 
Certified Practising Accountant —Registered Tax Agent 

FAST TAX REFUNDS 
ELECTRONIC LODGMENT 

AH appointments and home visits available — Student discount 

11 Aspen Close, 
Wsnilma South, 3152 887 0598 

If no answer, please ring after 6 p.m 

SUPERIOR PANELS 
Quality Panel Beating & Spray Painting 

All work guaranteed 

53A Howleys Road -^ Just around the comer 
Notting Hill 3068 "A- All Insurance Companies 

Ph: S-M 8949 
or 544 8824 

• ^ Fast and Efficient 
-A: COURTESY CAR for all jobs over 3 days 
^ FREE cut and polish with every repair 
-A: 20% DISCOUNT to Monash Students 
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Am I Correct? 

Dear Lots 

I note with interest the lack of 
response from Kerren Clark to my 
letter t i t led "Kerren Condones 
Discrimination", in the edition before 
last. This suggests that nny assess
ment of her position was accurate, 
and, as I stated before, this should be 
a cause of concern to all people who 
believe in freedom of belief generally. 

What is needed to dispel these 
concerns is for Kerren to make a full 
retraction of her statements referred to 
in my last letter, together with a full 
explanation of her position. Othenwise 
the only conclusion that can possibly 
be drawn is that Kerren does indeed 
condone discrimination. 

Yours sincerely 

Not So Sharp, Jeffrey 

Jamie Hyams 

ii-eiii^-A 

Dear Jeffrey Sharp, 
Perhaps you are right — anyone 

who is disturbed by a head and 
shoulder picure should seek profes
sional counselling. However, your 
solution to the problem totally dis
regards the crux of matter. If someone 
has been raped, assaulted or other
wise attacked, then the last thing they 
would want to see is a cheap satire to 
remind them of the experience. A bet
ter solution would be for other people 
to be a little more understanding and 
compassionate of their situation. 

Secondly, I was not bothered by 
the electrons perse, but by your cam
paign style. I could not avoidthe voting 
area if I wanted to vote, and therefore 
could not avoid your pushy, offensive 
manner. Perhaps the campaigning 
was strictly within the rules. This 
doesn't make it right. 

Yours sincerely, 
Samantha Drummond 

Letters Policy 

Lot's Wife welcomes your views, ideas, gripes and comments in 
the letters pages. Letters can be sent via internal mail to Lofs Wife 
(there is a letter box behind the Union Desk, or outside the Lot's 
office), or delivered to the office. 

Letters must be accompanied by the name, I.D. number and 
telephone number of the author The editors will agree to withhold 
names if there is sufficient reason to do so. 

The word limit for letters is 250 words. Concise letters will be 
given preference. 

The editors reserve the right to edit all submissions. 

In Flagrante Delicto 

itiiii^-Ct 

PROFESSIONAL 
CAREER COUNSELLING 

Career direction — Resume — Interview advice 

DR. G.P. KELSEN 
Ph: 561 3117 (7days a week) 

2 0 % STUDENT DISCOUNT 

I 

Andrew Norton, 

You have been "spaing"! 

You wrote "...Club which spaing 
up..." in your last letter. It's "sprang", 
you pedant with a paucity of participial 
perspicacity. 

Before you comment on the spell
ing mote in Catherine Dunlop's inde
pendent eye, remove the grammatical 
sequoia from your own. 

Toodle-oo! 
Gilla Grosinger and Adam Parker 

(Society for the Preservation of 
Catherine Dunlop's Amour-Propre) 

Gllla Grosinger and Adam Parker 

•Hit^iiit 

Kevin Seeks Partner 

Dear Ania, 

Regarding your enquiry into my 
marital status. 

I am currently (and always have 
been) single and looking for a suitable 
partner. 

My interests include: computers, 
'watching indoor cricket, computers, 
television, working in Port l\4elbourne 
with Dad, Accounting and Importing 
and Polish Cleaning ladies (Marisha) 

Yours in confirmation 

Kevin "The Bod" L. 

•It it it ii it 
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Burnson & Stenches 

'"juageT.V.^ 

Rentals 
Portable Colour TVs to Rent 

$14-$16 per month 

Also Video Cassette Recorder 
$18-$22per montli 

"Minimum Rental P«nod — 4 months" 

Rentals on monlh to month oasis 

|eS!li)Bet DOUG after 6 p.m. 

f ^ : 592 0319 

Alternative Surfaces 

Dear Lot's 

Due to a recent skiing accident 
(that will teach me to try and be a 
yuppie), I am the proud owner of a f u II 
leg cast and am temporarily on 
crutches. I have now discovered new 
problems with getting from A to B 
(thanl<s to all the friends—especially 
Gill — with cars who have driven me 
evenA^here). 

One hassle however, could be 
overcome. When it rains, the floor in 
the Union Building and IVIenzies Build
ing (and others probably, I just haven't 
discovered them yet) becomes 
incredibly slippery. Ifsdifficu It enough 
to walk on crutches, without this 
added difficulty. Can't these areas be 
re-surfaced with something a little 
more appropriate? 

Yours sincerely 
Helga Svendsen 

it a-Ct it ic 

Dear Editors, 
While recently spending a quiet 

Saturday afternoon reading the Ttie 
Age Good Weekend, I came across a 
competition run by Benson and 
Hedges which in terms of sheer 
bravura takes the cake. Most long suf
fering readers of the nations print 
media will be familiarwith the psuedo-
inlellectual ads from Benson and 
Hedges, the "I know" ads, wherein 
various computer chips, potato chips 
ad nauseam repeat smugly "I know" to 
all questions. Now you the lucky 
reader get to provide your own caption 
as pontificated by the heads of former 
American Presidents in order to win 
to $20,000. 

The ad is a blatant appeal to 
people's greed and will undoubtedly 
be highly sucessful, but at what price 
sucess? The ad seems to be geared 
towards the non-smoker, it even asks 
you to specify whether you are a 
smoker and would like to receive other 
tobacco offers and promotions. The 
ad though more subtle than previous 
tabacco lobby ads is still aimed, as is 
all advertising, at maximum exposure 
of the product, in this case cigarettes. 
a proven health risk. In the light of 
community awareness of the danger 
of smoking tobacco companies are 
resorting to competitions appealing to 
people's vanities i.e. you can be part 
of the hu morous national ad campaign 
and can also win lot's of money. Sick
ening! 

Roll on the ban against cigarette 
advertising, 

Michael Grinder Arts 2 
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TJcSlUffiNT £MPIoyA\EN7 
OFFICt IS NOW SITLWTCD IN 
ROOM G.O.a » T«ARTS & 

GRATIS CENTRH 
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WRITE A BENSON & HEDGES AD 
AND WIN $20,000. 

[Ills IS your chance ro blamp your own personal brand oi humour 

.'D rhf adwrtismg rampaigii for Benson 6# Hedges. 

All you ha^v lo tie i** lill in the blanic box with the winiesi comment 

M>u can chink o\. 

II your ad i* the one t>ur panel ol judges agrt^c is rhe besu we'll run 

i! ^« part oi ibe c-impaign and acknowledge your creativiry. We'll also 

^\\-c vou $20,000 for being the most creative, 

So sharpen up your pencil and « n d in as many entries as you "/ant 

fo Benson & Hedges ' I know" Compe t imn , PO Box Darlin(;hurf t 

2010. Entries close last mail, October 31. IWO. -1 

SMOKING CAUSES HEART DISEASE* 
Health Aiilhontv Warn<r>s 

'Packaging warmng ••gutred by Goveriim»nt nesu'st"*' 
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Greens not mowing the 
economy 

A Letter to Rupert 
Last week, Mr Rupert Murdoch, an 

American currently in Australia 
restructuring his news corporation, 
made a statement on the state of the 
Australian economy. Paraphrased, it 
basically stated that the rise of the 
conservation movement, protecting "a 
few" trees and birds, would lead to a 
decline in living standards; that 
Australians wouldn't be able to have 
the sort of car they want. 

The implication is that the conser
vation movement is a short- term, nar
row-minded organisation hell-bent on 
degrading Australia's economic pride 
(how can one be proud of huge over
seas debt, mainly caused by huge 
corporate borrowings?). His state
ment is on par with Ronald Reagan's' 
environmental quip that "80 per ce.tl 
of the worlds pollution is caused by 
trees". While one can hardly blame 
these elderly men wtio had their prime 
in the high consumption, high 
economic growth period ol the 1950's 
and 1960's, an attempt must be made 
to remedy their devastating ig
norance. 

Who is to educate these economi
cally powerful yet environmentally ig
norant leaders of our community? 
Education is alwavs most difficult for 
those who are ignorant and prejudiced 
against environmental reality. Hope
fully, it will be done to leave this world 
relatively unpoisoned for ourselves 
and our children. And maybe Rupert 
Murdoch's grandchildren and descen
dants, 

Lift your game Liberals 

Dear Lot's, 
Over the past couple of editions of 

Lot's one thing has become patently 
clear through your letters pages: the 
Liberals are possibly at their lowest 
ebb since the early 1980s. 

As a person who takes pride in the 
title of "ex-student politician" I long for 
the days when the Liberals provided 
some real competition for Labor 
Students on this campus; the days 
when Student General Meetings had 
800 students in attendance and votes 
were so close that on one occasion we 
even had a division of those '^or" and 
"against"; the times when PAC meet
ings were actually of some importance 
and meetings were attended by all 
members of the Committee and 
observers numbered upwards of 50; 
an era when the Liberals had some 
ideology and were unashamed in their 
vigorous support for up-front fees 
(shudder). 

On the evidence of your Letters 
Page it unfortunately appears that 
1990s Liberals are typified by their 
insistence on using the most polysyllabic 
words possible, their whining about 
election results which didn't go their 
way, and the total absence ol any 
discernible ideological line. In short 
they're pathetic. 

Lift your game Liberals. Students 
have the right to expect better from 
Monash's (permanent) political op
position. 

Yours in hope, 

David Moody (ALP Club) 

Alexander Macleod ii •& •& it 
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STUDY WORRIES? 

PRIMARY. SECONDARY AND TERTIAHY LfVELS 

TAUGHT IN YOUR OWN HOME 

From J10 per hour 
Phone the Monastt University 

STUDENT EMPLOYMENT OFFICE 
565 4170 

australia's largett range 
of books on -
• tocialitn 
• liminitm 
• fi libiralion 
• ••vironmint 
• ancltirissatt 
• aiarxitn 
• taxitm 
• paaca 

art 
• tcology 
• ra¥Olution 
• •amiotici 
• adacation • work 
• politict ^M 

HEY! 

1 
This space 

could be 
yours 

NEILL 
CAMPBELL 

Ph: 5 6 5 3 1 8 7 

6 Ways to disguise your P-Plates 
by Barry Yau & Kim Davies 

The Humble P-Plate, something 
which strikes a chord of fear in 
most teenagers. P-Plates can 
shame and humble the most 
vicious and violent people in our 
society. Yet by law we have to 
have those stigmatic (is that a 
word?) Plates on our precious 
cars. Well, here are the 6 most 
common ways people have 
P-Plates without being em
barrassed and breaking the law. 

\nit.taM»m') 

The P-Plate behind the shade trick (more 
effective if the shades are red). 

The peeled P-Plate. 

d} 

The "protest" P-Plate (I'm not really one of 
them"). The P-Plate tjehind the registration sticker 

trick. 

[E (i/trm) 

The very darkened windscreen (the P-Plate 
is there, somewhere). 

IB 
The P(No Plate) hidding amongst every
thing else 

MONASH MOTOR SCHOOL 
SERVK3NGMQNASH 

SINCE 1961 
S2'DISCOUNT K R LESSON 
FOR STUnENIS AND STAFF 

AUTOMATIC AND MANUAL CARS 

PATIENT LADY AND CENT INSTRUCTORS 

TAKE LESSONS FROM UNI OR HOME 

OVER 30 000 SATISFIED CUSTOMERS 

7 DAYS A WEEK.ALL HOURS 

Phone 23 J 6184 or 2J3 6179 

OLYMPIC ^ 
DRIVINa SCHOOL A^ 

ffn^n^iirt-T— M B 
DOIVMO TUmON SPECIALISTS 

578 6355 
HALF 
PRICE 

FOR YOUR FIRST 
4 LESSONS 

ir FOR TOTAL BEfilNIIERS 
OMLY • 

then give advert 10 instructor on FIRST les
son ONLY. 

Otherwise norms) fees will be charged. 
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Treading the Boards 

Auditions for David Mamet's play, 
Sexual Perversity in Chicago, will be 
held in the Conference Room, Monash 
University Union, between 12 noon and 
4pni on the following dates in October 
Wednesday 10 and Thursday 11. Monday 
15 to Thursday 18, Monday 22 ID Wednes
day 24. 
If you are unable to attend on any of 

these dates, alternative anangements 
can be made. For all enquiries, contact 
534 1083 or 646 2280, or call at the Stu
dent Theatre Office. 

Padma Menon will perform 
Kttchipudi, the dramatic Indian Classi
cal dance form from the state of Andhra 
Pradesh on Saturday, October 27. The 
performance will be held at the AMP 
Theau-etie, 535 Bourke Sueet, Mel
bourne, at 8pm. Padma, who is one of 
the leading exponents of this particluar 
form of Indian Classical dance, will 
give one performance only in Mel
bourne. Tickets are $16, $12 conces
sion. For bookings, phone 427 1814 or 
428 4395. 

David Williamson's comic masterpiece 
The Club, presented by Performers In
dependent Theatre Co., will be held at 
St Martins Randall Theau-e, St Martins 
Lane, South Yarra, from October 15. 
David Williamson wrote this play in 
1977, supposedly about the Col-
lingwood Football Club. It's as relevant 
today as it was when it was written!, 
Tickets are $24, $16 concession, for 
bookings phone 650 1977 or Bass 
11500. For group booking and en
quiries, phone 568 0077. 

MUMCO - Auditions 
Auditions for MUMCO's new produc
tion, Little Shop of Horrors, will will 
be held all day on Sunday October 14. 
To enlist, drop into the Student Theatre 
Office (next door to MAS in die Union 
Building), and choose a time. 

Sansense will play at the Athenaeum 
Theatre for a strictly limited four week 
season from October 9. Betty Bobbit, 
who played Mother Superior in the 
original Melbourne production, is back 
as an inmate of The Little Sisters of 
Sunshine. 
Monday 6pm, Tuesday to Friday 8pm, 
Wednesday matinee 2pm, Saturday 
5pm and 9pm. For bookings, phone the 
Convent on 650 1500, or Bass 11500. 

Laughing Wild, presented by the Soup 
Kitchen Theatre and starring Jane Clif
ton and James Wardlaw, will play for a 
strictly limited season from Friday Oc
tober 26 at the Universal Two, 19 Vic
toria Street, Fitzroy. Laughing Wild is 
written by New York playwright Chris
topher Durand, known for his black, ab
surd and very funny plays. Tickets are 
$17, $13 concession, $15 groups often 
or more (no concessions Friday or 
Saturday nights). For bookings, phone 
419 3777 or Bass. 

La M usica 

Johnny O'Keefe 12th Anniversary 
Tribute 
Grantley Dee, Flashback and Slan the 
Man will host Uie Johnny O'Keefe 12th 
Anniversary Tribute, which will be 
held on Friday, October 12 at the Excel
sior Hotel, 82 Mahoneys Road, Thomas-
town. All Welcome. 

Dr Jazz at the Townhouse, 701 
Swanston Street, Melbourne, presents 
Vince Jones on October 11,12 and 13. 
Tickets are $39 plus booking fee for din
ner and show, and $25 plus booking 
fee, show only, and are available 
through The Athenaeum, phone 650 
1500, or Bass. 

New Dawn - Dance, Art and Pool, is a 
new dance - art space in conjunlion 
with the Sweetwater Restuarant, 171 
Flinders Lane, Melbourne. The venue 
has been devised by artist Hugh Wilbur-
Ham and local promoter David Murton 
as an alternative venue for showcasing 
Melbourne artists work, along with full-
bodied music, pool tables, and a late 
night liquor license. 
The club is open ever] Saturday night 
from 10pm to 4am. In celebration of the 
opening, no cover charge will apply for 
the first few weeks. 

Melbourne-based choreographer Sue 
Healey and internationally acclaimed 
jazz pianist Mike Nock will be perform
ing The Long Fall From Splendour to 
Splendour at the North Melbourne 
Town Hall. October 10 to 12 at 8pm 
and October 14 at 2pm and 8pm, Tick
ets are $17 and $12. For bookings and 
information, phone 521 0173. 

Exhibitions 

Our Games Dirt - And We're Playing 
With Fire, a collective exhibition of 
ceramics from RMIT students, opens at 
the Swanston Street Gallery on Tuesday 
October 9, and will run until October 
19. Gallery hours are 10am to 5pm 
Monday to Friday. 

Lectures and Seminars 

Graduate School of Environmental 
Science. Lectures are held from 5.15pm 
to 6.30pm in the Main Entrance of the 
Religious Centre, Monash University. 
October 10: The One World 
Campaign: Issues, Strategies and 
Outcomes. Robert Salter, Victorian Co
ordinator, One Worid Campaign. 
October 17: Education Today for the 
Green City of Tomorrow. Eric Bottom-
ley, CERES Education Officer. 

Centre of Southea.st Asian Studies. 
All seminars held at 11.15am 
Thursdays in Room 515, Menzies 
Building, Monash University. 
October 18: Writing the History of 
Termanu, Drirn Fox, History, 
RSPacS, ANU. 
October 25: The Establishment of 
Bandung, Mr Sobana Hardjasapuna, 
PhD Candidate, Monash University. 

Films 

Young Peoples Film Festival 
The Young Peoples Film Festival has 
been developed to provide film-makers 
widi the opportunity for showing their 
work in a public forum. The films can 
be viewed across diree session limes 
over two days, December 4 and 5, at the 
State Film Theatre. 
Currently, VAYC is receiving submis
sions of wort for inclusion in die selec
tion process. Work will be selected on 
quality and originality, as well as 
length. Work is not expected to run for 
more than a maximum of ten minutes, 
and film topic can be on any subject. 
Work must be submitted to the or
ganisers by October 26, and can be 
16mm film, super 8mm film or VHS. 
Those who enter and whose work will 
not be included in the film festival will 
be contacted immediately. All inter
ested persons will recieve an invitation 
to attend any of the sessions, along with 
itinerary details. 

Any group or individual wishing to sub
mit work for selection should send 
material, clearly marked with name and 
address, to: 
Gillian Miles 
VAYC 
66 Leichester Street 
Fitzroy 3065 
If you have any queries, phone Gillian 
Miles, Youth Affairs Co- ordinator, on 
417 1999 or (008) 136095 

Other Attractions 

Amnesty International Week 1990 -
October 14 to 21 presents The Secret 
Policeman's Australian Ball. 
The huge succces of Uie British Secret 
Policeman's Balls are well known. 
They have been running for many years 
to raise money and awareness for 
Amnesty International in its 
worldwide cause for human rights. 
Now, Auslralia's finest talent has joined 
forces to bring lo the stage the very best 
in entertainment. Performers will 
include: 
Paul Kelly, Neil Finn, Tim Finn, The 
Doug Anthony Allslars, Los Trios 
Ringbarkus, Glenn Robbins, Joe 
Dolce, Gerry Connolly, The Asylum 
Choir, and many more. 
The Secret Policeman's Australian 
Ball will be held at the Adienaeum 

. Theatre on Sunday, October 21 at 
8pm. For tickets, phone 650 1977 or 

1 Bass, 11500. 

Baseball Camps Australia are holding 
a seminar on Thursday October 11 in 
Rotunda RI. This ihtee and a half hour 
seminar features Tom House, worid 
renowned pitching coach for the Texas 
Rangers Baseball team, and Nate 
Colbert, home-run King of the San 
Diego Padres. The seminar will feature 
pitching and hitting, plus some fun and 
informative league baseball stories. 
Regisu^tion is at 7pm, at a cost of $25 
for Monash students (ID card required), 
and $39 for odiers, with the seminar 
commencing at 7.30pm. 
For further information, phone Mark 
Sloan on 899 5751. 

Last Chance to Help Muscular 
Dystrophy Research - Sunday 
October 21 
The Muscular Dystrophy Research 
Foundation's Intersection Appeal needs 
your support. The annual Tin Shake 
needs 600 volunteers throughout Vic
toria to collect at major intersections be
tween 10am and 4pm. 
Please call Susie Allen on 370 0477 if 
you think you can help. 

Mature and Part-Time Students 
(MAPS) MAPS is holding its Annual 
General Meeting on Tuesday October 
Z3 at 1.10pm sharp in die MAPS 
Lounge, first floor. Union Building. 
The results of die postal ballot for the 
Executive Committee will be an
nounced, and mature and part-time stu
dents will again be required to vote on 
further amendments to the MAPS Con
stitution. A free lunch will be provided. 

Campaign for Women's 
Reproductive Rights Meeting 
Alert!, Alert - Alisdair Webster an
nounces plans to reinU'oduce the 
Abortion Funding Abolition Act in 
November. Campaign for Women's 
Reproductive Rights announced recent
ly that Webster plans to reintroduce es
sentially the same bill he and Senator 
Hairadine introduced as a private mem
ber bill last year. The Abortion Funding 
Abolition Act was not put to vote be
cause Parliament was prorogued (all in
complete business was wiped from Uie 
books) when Parliament rose prior to 
election. We must mobilise now against 
this Bill, which seeks to outlaw die 
Medicare rebate payable for an abor
tion. It is an attack on poor women, par
ticularly those who do not have 
independent incomes. 
Come to the next meeting of the Cam
paign for Women's Reproductive 
Rights to discuss how we should fight 
back. The meeting will be held at 
6.15pm on Thursday October 11 at die 
Meedng Rooms, RMIT, Glasshouse 
Building, Swanston Street, Melbourne. 
For information, phone Fiona on 481 
4201 or Debbie on 387 1843. 

A Seditious Saturday Affair will be 
held at the Solidary Salon (1 Appleby 
Crescent, Brunswick) on Saturday Oc
tober 20 at 7.30pm to benefit the Radi
cal Women International $50,000 fund 
drive. Included is a sumptuous Middle 
Eastern spread, surprise entertainment, 
and after dinner presentation on the 
ever expanding challenge of Eastern 
European feminism. Tickets are $20, 
$15 and $10 (price includes entry, diree 
course meal and wine or soft drink. 
Beer and mixers on sale.). To book, 
phone 386 5065 or 387 1843, or send a 
cheque payable to Radical Women, PO 
Box 266, West Brunswick 3055. 

Monash Arts and Crafts Centre are 
holding their End Of Year Barbeque 
on Wednesday, October 24 at die Arts 
and Crafts Cenue from 12 noon on
wards, The cost is $3, or join Van 
Gogh's Ear 1991 for $5 and the barbie 
is free! Everyone welcome!. 

The What's On Column is compiled by 
Sandy Guy, phone 56531S3. 
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^ H E P B and HIV (the AIDS virus) are spread by sha 

^ Alwaysjse a new or clean fit... Clianing 

2 X ( v ^ T C P ^^^^^ OU"̂  """"̂  ^^'^ TWICE WITH COLD CL 

FLUSH TWICE WITH UNDILUTED HOUSEHO 
M STRONG ALCOHOL LIKE VODKA OR WH 
(BEER AND WINE ARE USELESS) 
OR METHYLATED SPIRITS 

FLUSH TWICE WITH CLEAN COLD WATER 

For more information about cleaning or where to get NEW fits ring DIRECTLINE 

or (008) 136 385. Calls to this number are free. 
*Cl>anlng-shar>d Injecting aigulpinenl tha 2i2i2 way will only pratect you Irom galling blaod borna Inlullant Ilka HIV anil HEP B. 




